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THE F & U E K AND t m i M I t l Q U Of TERMS USED
Cousunltgr centers are elonly growing into ^rosiiaeiiee
in firgiaia as major features of rural social organisation*
They can perform specific services in protecting desirable
aspects of e owmity growth#

There is a need in Virginia for

the rebirth of the democratic principles of rural eomxalty
organisation and these centers may assist in encouraging
such action#

To achieve more fully the goal of creating an

awareness of the processes of oonsftmity action, however, the
organisation of these houses must be achieved by the local
oosuainity as a whole rather than by any special vested inter
est groups within the community*
THE tffcflUM
abatement g g jjyt o^blem. This study is concerned with
an examination of selected consaunity houses in rural Virginia
in order to arrive at an outline of the procedure that may
serve m a t effectively as a guide to establishing such a com
munity center*
MflfilTION OF A OOJtitfJilTY CENTER
The rural coimsunity ©enter is a means through which the
people and groups ©causing the rural ecanunitgr can share their

2
etmw* existence.

It provides & place to meet is which the

social, recreational, and informal educational needa of the
oosauaity can be met.

In the Social Mark f i i g M A fo£ 1941,

F, G* tfcrt&an writes;

The eoiifflninitj has been defined as a seeting ,lace
where residents of a neighborhood, town, cc-mi^ , or
rural area in which coxaaon interests exist, j,.ln in
educational, social, or recreational activities that
stimlat© growth, add to the general spirit of eoiasimity
cooperation, or make for better citizenship *^
in a bulletin entitled Planning for GoTOWitv hSBHM#
'the Scottish Education Department describes the oo^»uunit§r center
as;
* • * a place where the people of 'the eosrciunity.**mix
socially and informally with their neighbors* Fro® this
social mingling will arise a feeling of coiawon interest,
a sense of 'ecsottixilty1; ushers tending and appreciation
of other peoples interests will be created; dormant minds
m y be stirred; and in the give and take which will ho
necessary, people will l o a m by living them - the princi
ples and practices of democratic government *2
In the rural m m m m X h f in Virginia this center is often
m

adapted structure or a m especially built by the eoHsaioity

m

a whole as a center for its common life*

It is generally

amll and unpretentious, lying idle and unused much of the time.

Its importance mm a specific factor in rural social organisation
is relatively recent*

1 &»C« rforna, ^Recreation* in Soiyfol Monk Yearbook
1941. hew lork; Diesel! Sage Foundation, 1949, p* 4^5.
2 Scottish Education department, planning; for Gommunlty
Centres* Edinburgh; His ;4ajestyfa Stationery office, 1947, p. 2
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The rural coBsouaity center, then, is an idea plus a

structure.

It Is the idea of ccSBBunality ~ - ©f coaaaoa inirpose - -

of cutting together, of sociability, and of cooperative action*

It

is m expression of the will of people to get together in concerted
action upon the problems comaon to then all.

It sjay include a

building, but the idea can exist without it.
v u t u g

'Tz

m

m m m

m m u
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The rural comasinity center differs materially from the urban
community center.

In both instance* the basic idem c.f a conscious

ly created device enabling people to com® together is held in common
while principal differences lie in the origin, process of development,
and in the character of the facilities, program end leadership*
Urban centers tend to fall into two classes; settlement
houses and recreational centers*

The urban settlement house evolved

from the intent of relieving undesirable slum conditions through
charitable and educational programs in neighborhood centers.

These

centers frequently dev@lo-.ped extensive plants and programs under
trained and competent leadership*

They ware rarely the result of

needs expressed by the neighborhood*

They were, instead, the im

position upon the neighborhood cf an idea conceived and promoted
outside the immediate area, although efforts umm made to fit local
needs*

John McDowell in the oocial Worfe. fearfook 19,49 describes

the purpose of the settlement house as follows:

4
.,. a settlement op neighborhood house may be said to
have for its purpose (a) ^strengthening of relationships
among people who live in a specified geographic area?
(b) integration of the local community with its district,
city, state, and nation; and (c) improvement of the standard
of living as measured by family income, available housing,
and social services of education, recreation, and health.3
The urban recreational center generally results from the
planning and promotion of municipal recreation directors*

Funds

for its erection and operation are usually secured through ap
propriations from tax revenues,
as

deorg© b, Butler describes them

, generally owned and operated by a municipal department

and which are devoted exclusively or primarily to a diversified
program of recreational activities*^
These centers engage full time program directors and play
leaders.

Programs are eoMSonly designed for children although

a growlag trend toward the increased participation on the part
of adults is evident.

Facilities and leadership are frequently

made available to community groups and organizations. Planning
and control are largely the responsibility of the center director
and the municipal recreation department.
These two types of urban centers differ sharply from the
rural community center in Virginia.

Whereas the urban center

most frequently gains support from those beyond its immediate

^ John McDowell, “Settlements and neighborhood Houses* in
Social Work Xearbock. 1949* Mew lories Hassell Sage Foundation,
1949. p. 464.
~
4 George
Sutler, IntrojucUoa to SaSBaallX iecraaUon.
Mew iorks McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1940* p. 272*
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area th© rural center develops from th© peopl© It serves
largely through their personal contributions of moms?, labor,
and smterials.

dine© the urban center boasts paid directors.

It operates a full-biis© program geared to the needs and wishes
of its people,

the rural center, however, rarely has full-tie*

leadership and thus operates a very Halted' program,.

The pro

grami of the urban center is' designed for personal use and par
tial psation while the rural center is used predominantly by
groups and organisations.
m s nsrnud
The method determined to be most effective for purpose*
of this study was that of social case investigation*

This was

selected because the primary purpose of the study was to analyze
programs of democratic community self-help la the development
of a comsauiity house.

It seemed that this could beet be accom

plished through the examination of existing programs.
SOURCES OF DATA

It was thought desirable, in beginning this study, to
determine to some extent the development of community houses in
Virginia.

To this end, inquiries ware directed to selected

leaders within the state having a wide acquaintanceship with

4
with rural cojwminitiea.

3

These letters requested information

concerning the existence and location of known eomtnitgr houses*
The names and locations of one hundred coimminity houses were
supplied largely through tho cooperation of the Agricultural
Extension Service which has representatives in every county in
Virginia*

In most instances these represent®tivos know their

area intimately end are aware of m a t eomsamity houses therein.
This H a t of one hundred houses, then, may he considered to he
an accurate listing of such places agisting in arginia*
Using tide list, additional Inquiries were directed to
county home agents or others in similar .positions, for supple*
mental information where such was found useful.

With this

iaforssation at hand, the list was given a prelis&naxy soresn*
im

on the basis
1.

of the following factors:

The reported center provided the only facility avail*

a d s for coimuiity meetings and was neither a school nor a church.
a*

The use of the facility was determined by a group

representing more than one eoasaunlty agency or organisation*
This screening served to eliminate those privately owned
facilities that were not readily available for community use, and

* These leaders <**»!»<€■<§ Mies hands a* Wallace* Aasia*
tant Director, iHxtexssion Service, V. F.I., M s s a.- Bella Burks,
District Home Agent, Charlottesville, Virginia, and Hr* and Mrs*
Jess Ogden, Extension Division, University of Virginia.
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reduced the original list of one hundred reported centers to
seventy-three buildings believed to be functioning' as eosanunlty
houses*

Forty of these centers ware visited as a representative

eaisple of the centers existing in Virginia*

F r o m these visits

thirteen centers were selected for detailed study and inclusion
in this report as samples of oowmaity houses in rural Virginia#
Five other centers were selected for inclusion -to present a con
trast with the samples.
In visiting the forty houses, the author attempted -to
interview those persons most capable of giving a detailed and
coherent story of the evolution of the structure*

In collecting

these case histories no attempt was made to make a complete for
mal survey*

It was felt that any attempt to formalize the

variable 'patterns of eosaminity action would inhibit the princi
pal purpose of the study#

there wear© numerous questions kept in

mind to help bring forth the entire story*

These questions

included:
1. How did the idea originate?
2. Uhy was it developed?
3. How aany people were' involved?
4* How were people interested m d how widespread was
the interest among community people?
5.

*4hat means were used to keep the people informed?

6*

Was an effort made to include many people?

7. ^as leadership fixed or fluid?

s
8.

What were the ©asset steps in the developssantf

9*

tfhab problems were encountered?

10, Hew were these problaias set?
XI, Sere local resources explored?
12, Bid coapunlty jealousies affect the 4 ® m X o i M m m % ?
13. How was it financed?
14* How was it built?
15, Are there evidences of cosssunity growth result
ing directly from the presence of the center in
the ocssmunity?
16, Are there evidences of individuals assuming more
community responsibility because of their partici
pation in the development of the center?
17, Is it a continuing .and growing program?
18* Has it so established itselfin theooi®mlty
the withdrawal of individualsdoe#not

that

change it#

continuing effectiveness?
19* Are the average citisens of the eoroainity conscious
of their part in it and do they speak of it as •ooa
Community Center11?
'With this luforaation at hand each of the centers visi
ted was appraised in term# of the criteria that have been set
forth in Chapter III.

CHAt.TBa 11
baujt a w m ©
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HI6TGH1CAE SVGUJTIuB OF THS G:;l*.UMITI CSSTEH
Bis1bsKmiBiiltiy QM&tei1aonsMat M & * owliBDSe ta#

traced hack tofch© lyceum o f the Greeks* the forms. o f Homo,
the town iaqeffiyf in Bev England
the proseat day ©oiaaaaity center movmsmt, however,

forme*

grow out of the urban eebbXemesttt jhcaxeee et the turn of the
centrey*

The d ^ tifietive ooiitidbiitfi*^!^ of ssbblsaieiib

to oose^ltjr oi^ftalm tlofi gave r ise to a more general
sffieertatiaee :o f •the eeaier -$<%
**<* i«

<»&. =.eae,?i trend

fe^t it s bogianiags ia -the aivie use of school jdeuia* .
:■
'' :'” ■ ? ....
'
' ■•■■.■' ’ ■:
■ ,N ■ ;""’
■^
In 1S88 a group of Soetoa cltieess, upon petltles** "
ecdiieved wider *yw

of sahool luiild*

nie^fifdi# in X9Xd e^^ ted

tegf iti.^t.fpt^i yvi^iff^teg the school center
Fitsgorald k

ceroid B.

hie book Ssappiit^ -rgsaiaetioa fof Becre&tloa

gt-iMtua & detailed eeo&uxib of the noveaeiit in iti

^

The firet national ooafereiiee on mmmml%? center. develop-*
neat net in X91X et the. University of Wisconsin; and* the
a«|-fejir^tMi (kiisnaKtitsr Center *«mm*4

ana oswnodhnei in 1916.

1 Gerald.B, f£t*gasr*XAf Cotmmltr Qr«anlgatloa for
Stggg&M^* Ben Toritt A, $* B e r ^ S d S o n p ^ 7 Sli* P* 55 ff

this movement aoiitimiad through aVrld war I, beeufuag gorged
la the guaaraX yi*cgr&ms of ®oiwmxn,%j recreation through W*i-‘*A.
sti.mlus during depression years*

this type of development

has in most instaucea teen confined to urban areas*

Among

rural comxoinlties the gatteaaXoa dervioe of the Department of
Agriculture das encouraged local home demonstration clubs to
build house# to aoeoaaaodate their activities*

Xa the a&ia, the general movement was aimed at aiding
local people solve bbair o © i4tthlett*»

In urban aims an

effort m s made to rata© the economic and social level of
uesabera of underprivileged areas through educmtioiml and re
creational programs in settlement house#, while in rural areas
the center idea arose from the need for a place to get together,
as the consolidation of schools frequently had removed that
facility from coMaaity use for this purpose*

Quite often

several organijsatione ia a coaaiaiaity sought to erect structures
to house their owa nativities and the early amogniti^t* of the
economic loss to the comeuaity through this duplication of
facilities gave im^tue to the center idea*
in Tfoe

0* A. m r r $ writing

denter in 1921 concluded that so long as eoai~

minities remained unorganised and without a mechanism for comwuaity cooperation, duplication and economic waste would continue
Be advocated the development of centers as means of effecting

2 0* A. ferry, *fea fears of the Community Center hovemeat
i M Cwwuaifa' Qeatar. Ju*y-.iugua&, 1 9 2 1 .

11
Q o w m m l t y organlaatioa to seek solutions to p t ® b X m & that war©
apparently insoluble in to® ordinary ©oura© of government*

The value of tli© community cantor a® an instrument of
eoHismity organisation was recognised early in to© mavmmrt.
At to© meeting of to© National Community Qmt@r Association
in toicago in 1924 to© contributions of to© cantor to eoiMauniiy

COLLrGC L WILLIAM & MARY

organisation were ©numerated m

followss

fix* cantor

1* Provided a focal point for community action*
2* Developj©d in each community according to local needs,
3, Furnished a means of expression of to© interest© of
to© individual in oowmlty affairs*
4* Represented m m m m of coordinating to© efforts of
agencies* groups, and individual©,
5. Mas essentially democratic,^
TXBE3 OF FACIUfUS U3SD FOR G.>foWIT£ C£ifMS
Any place where people gather in a rural community might
perform many of toe functions of a good community center.

this

©tody* however, is concerned only with those places having some
euanu&al character and a degree of acceptance in to® minds of
eitisens as tot Qoamunity center*
ouch facilities tend to fall into specific groupings and
are classified herein m

oxfg©ni«atieaal halls, 'town halls,

church halts, school center®, and community houses.

^ Gerald S, Fitsgerald, op, eit. p, 66
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It Is m b Intended to imply that a eoa*B*mity want have
a speelal building designated m the m m m *lty oeater.

A eon-

tmaiiiy may hav® w m r t m i organisationally cimed faeliiiie#
a d e p t s to newt cosasunity needs*

Privately owned Grange or

abareit halls may provide ada^aata apeee yet rail he fumn&ea
mi aormunlty oeahers for they
, . * fail of the atmosphere in
fe^> jama ooamuaity
thrive. 2'hos® eho eater imah rlmhas m e t ell.-.
’
fcha time faal tbssiBelvee guests, if they are not seabsre
of the organisation which awns the property* • * tha owner-*
immmmi

shi p, and fflinftgafffant j, a#d :rerposs of sgeeh ia # tiiN*t ,iofiift ara
not those which m iltlvata e ffectiv e ly the aommnity sp ir it
and serf* the broadest eMaenity sMa«*
The degree to which a- facility contributes to the overall
deveXopmwit of the cwmnnity is freqnantly dependent upon its
universal character and upon its soanlngfulaeae to the people
as the center of tlialr eoanaa Ufa*

This, than9 determines

whether it la the comuaity center#
Crsnmis^tional Halls 1

fteny local evgudsatlstks* fraternal,

social* or other, have provided themselves with i a M a a l quarters,
the Pascal© lodge has erected halls in aaay rural areas 1 the
American inglan has., in recant years, had a concerted and easeshat auaoaaafUl .program encuraging local posts to build their
aim legion Huts ; and the International order of odd Fellows and

* Joseph £* McAfee and ffepsn* 1* dorey,.4 w^masifliftf go^ae
for tfo© yjdahenw J M * 'University of ohlaJ^>ma" Bollatin iww Sarias
«o, ass, BUctenaion So* 75. d o m e m the University of vkXahosaa,
Fehvuaty 1, 1923* p* 7*
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similar organisations have also built quarters*

Visitors to small

Virginia towns can find many of these structures* often dilapidated
and ill kept* Ilk© those la Spenyville or Arvonia*

*/hile many of

these halls are rented to other groups on occasion* control rests
entirely with the owners. Most of these physical structures were
erected with funds solicited from the comminity aa a whole and while
providing the only space for large community gatherings* their
effectiveness as a coMaunity center is limited.*
Thirteen of the coirnnunity centers studied had their beginnings
in such specific organisations,

Seven of these had been converted

to full coaamsnity us® and control due largely to the inability of
the parent organisation to continue its maintenance alone*

.Nine of

these thirteen halls were specially built and four were adapted
structures (two formerly being school houses)*

Home Demonstration

Clubs are more recent manifestations of organisation development.
There are thirteen center® that originated through club activity
and twelve of these are still maintained for limited use while the
one remaining center has converted to full community control*

Ten

of these club sponsored buildings were adapted structures being
formerly schools* churches* a warehouse* and* interestingly, a
fraternal hall.

Most of the Home Demonstration Club activity in

building occurred in the three years after 1936.
Town Halls: In some places in Virginia local governing
units maintain town halls or similar structures suitable for meet-

u
lugs*

tbmm m m built through appropriations- tmm tax funds,

tyf glfts by funds secured thrcmgh popular subscription, or by
combinations of these methods.

Control rests mith the govern**

m a t and is oftea gp. cumbersom as to Halt effective uaa fcy the
;
eowRiaitgr* Culpeper, i^adlsoa, aad iouling Green have such %mm
halls sith fewer inhibiting restrictions than mpst amount®red*
i*•■

however, even these do not receive wws$mM uae*H flu* t o m hall
i;

tradition of gen Sogland or the Hid-mst is m t l
^imala«k.t in
.\
Virginia*
p
\.\
Church figtllgi rariah halls and other church buildings
'i

are almet uai^arsal la rural Virginia e 9i®E*mit44#«

la haotor

committes these facilities are accepted as epmihtty centers
\

for 'pnvpeeea of this study*

la c o m iattausies eburoh and

cosk

munity are so intertwined that distiroiiea* ara difficult to
arahEe hetaeea ©harsh hell and ooMaialty center*

This is notice*
i!

efcle in certain mintaia hoHoes where the Ijd^eojaal cift Brethren
.!;

V

Charges hare been nost satire and la sections of Wefttf&te county
J 1
that are wholly Mmseuite oomuulties* la other plass^lMtirlag
:■■
sharper distinctions the eharchee hare snade careful efforts to
evercoiae

^

1 ll».i

and i^Kf-l# wholly st#@s9hil

ia a few instances. are* in cnAniL rmiv oiuM&dLallsr

-

Sfc^ol OSttteret It mould seem that the school is the one
social institution that could serve as the center for mmmmltp
life asst effectively for it ia moat nearly mw mn to .all. rural.

15

ar@&@*

la the past, however, school officials have act been

inclined to encourage the us© of school facilities for cost*
aamity activities,

More recent trends, though not universally

accepted, indicate wider community use of school buildings.
The American Association of School Administrators reecgnissd
the need for greater use of school facilities and in its
Seventeenth Yearbook devoted to Schools in

Compuaitiee

emphasised this point*
A further argument for reorganising the community unit
is the fact that rural communities need a social center
maintained at public expense for many organisations and
activities which are necessary for the community welfare.
Increasingly, as new school buildings have be@a erected
, * * there has been a demand that they should be used
as community ©enters.*.3
Such community us® of school buildings will involve a
wider participation by the community in the planning, design
ing, control, and use of the school plant in order that it be
in fact, as well as in name, the community center.

Some eon-

munities in Virginia have school administrators whose under
standing of the problem of commnity organisation has led to
so wide a us© of the school buildings as the center of com
munity life that any other ©enter is unnecessary,

this Is notice

able at Bruton Heights In Williamsburg,^ Appomattox High School,

3 American Association of School Administrators, Seventeenth
Yearbook Schools 1m Small Communities. Uashlngtoas Hatlon&l Educa
tion Association, 1939. p. 30
*

b

Meeds, and Practicable Solutions. M m Dominion
Series, Extension Division Bulletin Mo. 41, Charlottesville* the
University of Virginia, November 1 , 1943*
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and Gore High School in Frederick County.
the strong movement toward consolidation has done much
'to retard the full use of existing school structures as eon**
wuaity centers,

»fhe consolidation of rural schools, of

definite value educationally, has robbed the tiny crossroads
village of its cohesive p a t t e r n . W i t h the removal of the
local school there has been no rej>laeeiaeiii of it to continue
to hold such organisation as might exist ia the community ex
cept in those instances, as at Hin® Hun, where communities thos&selves have taken over the abandoned building as a crater.

Con

solidation crosses natural neighborhood cojwjiuaity lines suiu the
transfer of loyalty from the smaller, more intimate comaauiity to
the larger, more divergent community of the consolidated school
has been difficult for local people to accomplish,
GoaampiitY Houses: Into this category are placed those
camaannity centers which had 'their beginnings, their growth,
and their full development in the action of 'the ecimaity us a
whole,

the samples selected for closer study are included

herein as examples of the community-wide process executed in
a democratic manner.

? Alabama Stats Ilanning Board, Fublie Recreation in
Montgomery; Alabama State Planning Board, July 1943,
27.
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Tills total Qommmkty sponsorship of the emitor exists la
Virginia la 3Q of the coimmnifies listed*

Tea tuildiage erected

under other auspices havo boco#ae oommaity buildings fay the trans
fer of control and. responsibility from mi organisation or -special
group to a broader organisation representing the evmsmity -as a
whole*

aiaong the 20 buiXdingu originating in the soisaaitj, 10

were built new and IQ were remodeled existing structural includ
ing school houses and stores, 'mills, and similar types of buildlags,
xiSV1&W of fEu tXlT&iAfi.
i&rly publications- considering eoaanmlty centers were
concerned *nrimariXy with the physical structure of toe building
itself while more recent/ writings are showing an appreciation of s.
'the importance of such, centers as means of aiding coimminit/ organ!s&tioxu

Raphaels is now on mmmmi'liy' houses planned and executed

within the realm

unity ability through the utilisation of

available resource* and as a product of local effort*
huaerous publications in the field of recreation consider
community centers with omodasis upon the design of -the facility
and directed towavd..iurbaa centers* Such buildings m pressed
■i
la those ..iublicatlons are gehfralty beyond the realm of possi'bility for the ssaalier rural comrgnnity,
will be given to such material herein*

'Jc further consideration
Any eoMuaity group seek

ing eneour&geiaent and guidance is .apt to he discouraged fay liters-
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tare that proposes facilities beyond their ability to obtain*
the United States Department of Agriculture has published
several ffgnjg£g

dealing with coimsunity buildings.'5

These ap;*ared in 1918 and again in 1938, and contain d»3eriptioas and plans of various types of community building* including
centers, markets, processing houses, and similar structures.
The Agricultural colleges of several states including
Illinois, Arkansas and Montana, have published bulletin* dealing
with cusesunity buildings.

These contain plans of buildings 'that

have been erected in 'the various states or statistical studies of
the community center m^remm t in those states*

cue recently pub

lished by the University of Illinois^ gave consideration to the
procedure followed by communities in building and operating their
houses,

This bulletin approaches a practical, consideration of 'the

problem by presenting examples of buildings in Illinois that demon
strate helpful points in the planning, control and financing of
such structures,

It recoiamends a study of co-mmuaity needs and

a consideration of available resources to meet those needs rather
than merely listing "the requirements of the center*
dome Canadian provinces have been actively engaged in lor-

$ For an annotated bibliography of suggested bulletins
see Appendix X.
9 i), £. bindstrom, W, A, Foster, and a. G* Fuller, Aural
Goi«unity buildings Circular 470* Urbannas University of Illinois
College of Agriculture, harch 1937.

If
nardlng the Gammltp boms# movement in Canada#

Their puhUaa~

felons, howeve;pf are not generally available to American eosssiunities,

The University of Alberta, and the bepartmwats of Education

and Cooperation and Cooperative Development of Saskatchewan, have
issued publications in the Held#

Da all of these bulletins

emphasis is placed on the necessity for a community eouneil to
\

accomplish: the center, with reoomended steps in the creation
of such councils*
i>ractieally all of %he literature semi to place too Eaich
emphasis upoa formalising the plan of procedure to be followed
lay the aommxnity. It attempts to create fixed patterns without
adequate consideration for the fluid character of cousaunlty i&stes»at*

Where eoiwiilty councils are urged it is for the purpose

of accomplishing a specific job rathe? than as an outgrowth from
the coramnlty as a solution to a recognised need#

There la too

little in the literature directly applicable to the problem in
Virginia and little of value to community groups seeking afd in
their development of a community center#
GROWTH Cf C O M M O T X GEBTEB3 XH IDEAL VIHGIRIA
The development of oomaunity houses ee factors in rural
living has never assured the ^portions of a movement in Vir
ginia unless the awakening interest in the last few years might
be m classified#

There has been no overt sponsorship of the

idea by any one agoaoy although various agencies, s u m as
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the intension Service at the Virginia aslyteehaA© institute*
or the Ooawtenitjr Services at the Caiireraiy of Virginia* have
'
.
•‘,
t
espoused the 14aa* At ©me time the
m m m m god
Son# Agent* to find permanent <2uart*ra for
OluhC | but mtpth
\* '■'

demoiietratloa

yaa seldom BtCT© tha& the ©m&U&l
■ -

»-

transs&aaioii of the idea* which came to fruition la mtinereiui
eossttmllies*

There havt been no hitUMni ©#* other imteriaJus

published in Virginia encouraging the erection of mmmMXtp
houses* as was dona in Indiana, Montana* XiHnola and oklahome -anonf others,
Kuch of the siiifsulatioa to the M m of providing a ©»»aually center grow in the eozntomitlaa themselves • dome atiisu.**
X&tlon m m from professional leaders in the ©ouatyj soma fmm
newspaper accounts of activities elsewherei and some stimlahloa
earn* through direct contacts of ©1tisane with other®
mnities taring cantors*

in com*

There la little evidence to indicate

any geographic spread.from county to county, although apeag
coissauodtles within a ©ounty on* might assume 00m
the idea*

spreading of

In Frederick County this is shewn hr the throo ©enters

haring developed out of Soma Bsncastr&tlon Slab® under a Hingis
leader*

The same situation salstod in fcwhatan, Surry and

Albemarle bounties. While contacts between counties were
United* the Qorow Community House in Dinvlddio County often
was host to visiting delegations fmm other countiess although
the extent of its influence cannot easily he -measured.

n
'In none of the.selected ecisaRatities was there found
evidence of external pressure.

In fact, very few of these

eoassunltiea received p y assistance from beyond the circle of
community members although some did turn to the Ixteaaion Ser~
vine, the University, or to other communities for help In
crystallising ideas end formulating plane*

the Plymouth Com-

acuity In Lunenburg County worked for five years in developing
lie neuter without assistance end, in feet, its existence n&i
unknown to county leaders until after its completion.

The

reason nest generally encountered .in explanation of the growth
«f a eeawdtgr house has been ably expressed ,by the people of
the Gerew community: *We needed, a place where groups of any
size could meet for recreation, entertaimseat, or diecueaion
of farm problama**^
In general, *«*>!#«» ^tviwifffities that hare sreetfttf eonaeaity craters have done so for two major reasons: (1) no
facilities eyjetifd. fn the cossBBuaity

for

ty

use; end (2) the ec&aaunlty desired a place exclusively for

the first community house known to exist in Virginia
was erected in 1908 at Tlmberville in Roc&inghas County*

three

32*$ Coiasunlty Builds § Boas. licteasion Division
Bulletin, Hew Doainlon deries, Bo. ?* Charlottesville} His
University of Virginia, Becember, 1941*
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ecanualties had acquired houses prior to the First Morld Mar.
these m m

erected during the period of the panic of 19o?~i9los

Four houses Mere erected during World Mar 1 and in the immediate
post-war period.

From 1923 to 192$ none came into being, while

during 192$» at the height of post-war prosperity, three e o M a i *
ties acquired houses*

During the depression in the third decade,

32 sowinlties erected centers and in the years of war tension in
the fourth decade .31 Qoxmuaitiae completed their centers.

c j o m a xzx
if. ur caaxiaiA ■:
tig w m m & s w m m ® m

of

v:

It la fimly hollared that the continhat4©n of
can way of life, tip psmeervatioa of cm? fam of. goversaBani* and
ttm deferon agnt&at leifi1

rehle ideolegiee reel in the unde?'*

standing and preoiioc of the processes of dasaooimiio living in
the oosBBmfty # T & U involve* m

on the part of all

ntHsaxi* of their reapoaaifcllities in g o m m s a m t for * m m & govern-*
smut dagimc?eie® vt w i treated to tha rulers of
the people themselves, therefore, are its

■impale al&&e«
m i ® de^«iieriae»

local ooamuaity leader*, than# naat ha

alert

for opportunities of educating the oitisaa* to their responsi
bilities.

they oust

« . • educate and inform the whole aaaa of the $aep3*»
femtela thee to see that it la tMIjt interest to preserve
pease and order, and they will p r t w r n ihesu lad it
requires an m y fclghdegrae of education ho eottviaea than
of tfcia, fhey asm the only sura reliance for the praaervmtioa of oi»p .lihar%#2
Sisst* edhkmtioB saia best ha

shed throiiffli the eomyet

everyday aata of a M n i t r living? threap cooperative activities

1 fhoaas Jefferson, Sotan g§ J|g State $f Yiralttha. jtoaSoaa
Jcfca Sl^ofcdale, 1787, p. 2 4 0 7 ^
2 fhoaaa Jefferson, la a latter to Jacaee radian, .aria*
20 December 1727.
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within the ccuamoity designed to meet a recognised need in
volving ,artieipabioa of all tbs peo ole.

la rural are&is

education f&x* democracy is both very necessary and w r y diffi
cult*

*ffc© rural CK^ssaiaity is exceptionally democratic in the

sense that each individual has a worth of M s own, but Is highr*
3y undemocratic when it coses to the practice of eosntnity
cooperation* *3 Wise leaders, therefor©, will sash every sesae
of emphasising the democratic process cf ocomialty growth*
This process implies that all people m i l nark, together
,3a problems affecting th© eoaseeon good.

th& common good does not call for complete uniformity
in conduct tout requires variation in things that are not
eosaaoa* ififfeotiveneaa is determined not merely toy the
com.let© concentration of the power to decide, tout also toy
that general good will and coo^erabiveneas without which
wise#decisions cannot be made, or, if made cannot toe carried
cut/*This democratic process can be defined most simply as ^ * *
the cooperative deliberations and planned action of citineas
wlk/ are discharging their civic ohligafcioua to the best of their
ability. *' The level,,p#«aat, uadarstending, a m a^lemanta&ioa

3 dari d. fayl^r, Hural Sociology, Mew Xor&j ii&roer aod
drethers, l92o, p* 4fl*
4 Gharlos &.* r4»rriau,
Agenda fpr Democracy* bas&*
bridge: Harvard University frees, 1941» PP* 96-9?*

3 j@aa and Jess Ogden, fhea# Thfoga M§ juried* The Univer
sity of Virginia TPitea&ion Division Bulletin
ho. o. dharlctteevUle: The University of Virginia, October 15- 194?* s>. 413*
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enables the cormaunlty to 'build for better living on all levels.
it is the unique strength of democratic methods that they
provide a way of stimulating and releasing the individual
resourcefulness and inventiveness, the pride of ircfteaaehip,
the creative genius of human beings whatever their station
or ffea&tioxu'
the statements which follow are chosen m

general indices

of the quality of deoioeratio action and m m applicable to ©osasanity processes in general.
ZteffilHS* A U

within the q.**«TOitgr ffiftaa. lives

te aH»tel M. sa m M m » a£ tea as a,m x

M

this is the basic principle in democratic comamity action.
Ill age groups and social strata m a t be represented or afforded an
C'p:
-,ortunity and be encouraged to ^artiei.ate in the planning of any
eoiMunity project if It is to have meaning to tteaau
be done with the people, and not .for them.
real individual par.grass can be m M

Planning must

*It must recognise that

only to the extent the individual

^artioi^etee in the formation of m plan affecting him, and applies
his energies and intelligence ia its axeeati©&.*&
UGiwmity-wide participation in the .planning does m > % aeceassar-

7 David K. hliienthal,
Harder and Brothers, 1949* p* 76.

ga the March. Saw Xcrk:

ily involve every imab & r of the community, although in many
Instances It has b m n k n own to do so.

It oust, however ■
>

reflect the common will of the people,.
Such

participation la planning has wide

implication* for the total social structure not merely for
the apeoifis project to which its energies are directed*
Furthermore, when the eitigens of a county £i*@* eoaMualtyJ assume the responsibility for cc-oiarativa .leaning
end action on their problems, they build oa the foundation
of local strength m & resourcefulness, local pride and
confidence, local determination and #el£~suffle^e&cy, with
out which they become socially soft ami flabby*^
farticipatioa in the planning of the cosMiaity center
is -..f vital iioporbsna^ so that all ,arts of the eoMu&ity sap'
feel pride of -ownership in the structure.

ouch cooperation in

planning aay enable people to think cooperatively ~n a ecMsca
problem, thus crossing lines of danareatica*

*Goisauaity plan

ning to establish community centres should understand fro© 'the
beginning that the moat important thing about the centre is the
people who are going to sake it*
Such cooperative action furthers the developjaeiit of
democracy on a

i*ym ■*«i—

level*

r»,

® J, 1. Hold, Jt Happened An Taos* Alfcuqwerques ih©
University of Mew Maxlcc iTeas, 1946* p* 112*
10 Donald Cwwron, CoManlty Geatares 4q Albwrta. .Bdamt..®
University of Alberta Besjarteeat of Extension, .194c* p. 7*
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T d live
every person in a iiei^borfcc-od mist
learn about com m n problem®, Mist discuss the® with Ilia
neighbors, m i d must cooperate la solving them* That is til©
at®. >le idea of the cosminiby cantor, m idea which may be
ara*.*©d up la the phrase. more cr, paratioa between ©11 neigh
bors in the ccaaualty,i*
Acceptance of this priacipl® of pertteii^tioa in planning

is far from w i v e rs-aX*

Host X m dera fail to recognise this in

their ceasamitgr activities and msndesr why eosanu&ities often fail
to follow their leadership by not supporting their project©.
The naive assumption that m y group -,,f -crsons will fall
in with m y plan about which they hair© not been consulted
and which has not taken the social situation into account
has bean prerad falsa so often in history that its survival
is on© of the world* s n^steriea,**

fek-

i & BaeciOlc oseda o£ £ & c,a .*m s &

USBflflfe. «wa* M

w

m l sU A

iM

gaaatdwrad.

Any project undertaken within the eoOToaity m a t m

designed

to - m m t 'the needs of the ccsasuaity in order to gain the necessary
widespread support 'tv insure It# successful cosp,Xeticn.
... the oaada of all the people of the oomjuaiV - «
boys and girls, young men and wornan, and adults - - mast be
recognised whan elms are being made ami outdoor as well as
indoor activities m e t be c .asidered* ^
ip.aKiiawani.ow <^ -*<w^an'wmaiii

x-i «altcn S* Bittner, The Ccjaanaity fenter* intension Division
Bulletin ?©1. V, Ko. 8* Bloosdngtoa: The University of Indiana,
April 19i
2 0 . p. 5 .
12 J. i. Kolb m o A Sfeond d® s. Brunner, A

Hew York; Houghton oifflin Company, 1949, v. 9,
33 Undstrom, od, sit., p. ?.

a£ ISffiai 3s«U><ar.

The coznounity center is successful to the extent that
it provides the easamtmity with a coramon Meting .place,

As

Arthur i3, i:
-,organ has pointed outs
The Q o m m i X t y m a whole can have a much bettor realiaa~
tioa of its existence if it has some plaea in which a® a
community it can express its eonaon life,
this is important to the total growth of the community
for thas
Lack of a suitable meeting place is, in many coiasuiiltieg,
a serious obstacle to the dewl© ^meat of highly doairaaie
s o m m i a k t’y activities*^
Merely providing a meeting place for the a o m m m L t y la m o t
alone a measure of the success of the coEaaonity center hut proper
and careful consideration of needs will help assure wide oosoamiby
resources.

In all probability the study of local needs in planning

a eommitar center will unearth or accentuate prsvlouady unrecog
nised needs in other areas giving continuity to co-raewaitcsr coopera
tive action.
«msm&W"

XM

» «t aMic sasl i te aasaaa m s

_i. ita ss&yaaa i_sai arasKjurow. t e a , aaswsfrj- sas iasMSaataaa*
lieoogaibioa and awareness of the m m y resource# available

H Arthur *. Murgan, a ® g B S U fig«WBlW»
and Brothers, 1942, p. 244,
15 Lladatrr-43Op. Clt.

***«« Itarpar
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for use vithin the community will often make needs seam less
difficult of satisfaction when means for their solution are
readily available*

Wise recognition and use of local re

sources indicate a maturing cofiBiunity life*

* * the mark

of a human© and enlightened civilisation is its willingness
to use resources to raise the general standard of living, to
conserve those resources at the same time, for the benefit of
future generations.
Moat local ccHiBaunities have available sufficient re
sources to enable them to meet most of their needs, but they
must loam to

, develop© and utilize local resources - -

human, natural, agricultural, social (Including religious
and spiritual as well as educational) - - In a manner to pro
vide m

adequate and well-rounded living for all#*^
The many ooraaunlty organizations and institutions are

major items on the list of available resources*

Wise us© of

these in cooperative action will do much to strengthen com
munity solidarity.

In any community action w. * , the over-all

program will depend for its success on the cooperation of many

16 i'aul B. Seara, m m sad ilature in the fSodera World, «
in BduoaUon £ s £ 3 3 M 2£
8SS21ES||- Washington!
teericsn Council on Education, 1945* p* S6«
17 Ogden, 2M*

P* 1^*
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aganoios and many iiidividuals with varying backgrounds. »*•*

Flaming.
tlvxmeh

liia oralact s w & M

flaaawfl ami m m x M

M M aiefelte sai sflasA
Financing the community canter is generally' considered

to be the most important aspect of its development*

It Is

imperative that the community do its own financing for through
this process the citlsena will feel their ownership more
strongly,

"Beery man, woman, and child in the crammLty should,

in some fora or another, contribute sometiling to the building
of their community centre (aic),*^
A community center, or any other project undertaken in
a oomsmnitji will have little meaning to the oitissens unless
they are responsible for its financing.

It will fail m a

step is the democratic process of oosmmity self-help *• . *
communities do not learn to help themselves by having something
dene for them,
Local community financing of its community center is an

^ Committee on Southern Regional Studies and Education;
,on for Us® of Ke^ion^l Resources, Washingtons American

Bulletin to, 1-a. Ragiaa* Department of Cooperation m d
Cooperative Bevelcpimmt, 1945* p. 14,
Ogden, o p» cit,» p# *7<R
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important means of developing ©©casualty solidarity*
She cKxawmity method of' financing, if contributions are
distributed among the members of the ©optmmity, develcpes
o a m m n l t y cooperation, promoter unity, and reduces local
antagonism ‘
by bringing together different organissatioas
and factions la a caisson project*^
Ownership of the ©antar should be told ty a group ro«
praaenting the ccgaaunity aa a whole rather than by any one
organisation within the ooonuuity.

This would extend the foal

ing of ownership to all citiaens for w. • , no one in the eo®s&mity should bo excluded because of failure to- contribute* *^2
the eossuziity may fora a center association to hold title to
the property*

la m e h event w* * * no person in the coasmity

should be deprived of xaamberahip in the Community Geahre (sic)
through his or her inability to pay a membership

fee,

***3 fi*a

center then becomes the ocusouaity homes

* * * a home- in which say and every member of the ©asiauaity
is not only welcome but 1© significant! a tome where all
are equal and in the running of which all take an active
and responsible shar©| a tow, in short* which belongs to
all, is of the people, ty the people, and for the people,41^
Use* 111 elements within tb® copmaity -

^

Lindsfcrost,

22 Bittner,
&

city * p, IS.
cit.* p, 10,

Harvey, £g# &&&** P* 14

^4 Citizen Cehtrea iffi Adnty Education. Londons Education
Settlements Association, 1943* p * 15*
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tove frae ^

HafcMffica4 afissaa ia &ts

center within the lfcslts of
The ultimate measure of the effectiveness of the demo
cratic process In the development of the oomsmmity lias in the
character of the use of the facility and its availability to
all segments of the community within the limits of self imposed
restrictions * In so doing, it truly becomes a means of achieving
caaBBunity solidarity and furthering the democratic principles of

commmXty living*
Whatever other class cleavages there may be forming to
destroy the solidarity of the community life, our commuoity
house should cover and do away with * , * Let our group
organisations and their equipment serve such interests, but
let our community house stand for and serve those needs
Which are shared by the whole people , « , all should feel
a proprietary right in it, and all should value it because
it actually serves their needs,*•'*
The organisation operating the center should not ", , .
deny the use of the building to deserving group© lacking the
26
ability to pay high rental fees**1
Hugh H. Harvey states that:
A good coimmmity centre (sic) is one which is lived in
by the cossmmity as a whole. It has no room for potty,
jealousies, racial, or religious differences or personal
greed. The consaunity centre (sic) should be a hesoe for
the community family,^

25 McAfee, ££,

.»>• 17.

26 Lindstrom, op, cit,. p* IS
27 Harvey, o^. cit,, p* 6.,
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In considering the use of the center it is desirable
that Individuals hare the sane rights to the center as do
organised groups in so far as this is feasible.
Membership of a true cQimaunity centre (sic) would not
be limited to persons belonging to groups possessing some
specific interest* The essential qualifications for
membership will be that the person belongs to the comThe value of the center then is 'to be measured in terms
of its uses
. . . for the building to be a truly serviceable community
center - - a center of noighbor|lness - - . . . the persons
in charge must see that the buildings and grounds are free
ly available to the,whole community and not just to certain
groups or cliques.2'
Growth.

Iks fifiGfeS ig a continually gca&gg M 2 S £ & £

aecwQS ttje contlnwed interest

support of ^

%}g§]

through i t M SSSMl JM h a tei Al±® i&
If the process through which the center has been achieved
is successful it will reflect the continued interest of the
people*

The center will serve as a means for the further en

richment of community life.
It should be clearly understood in the first instance
that community needs are not static and constant, uver

Scottish Education Department, ££• cit,* p. 1.
^

Lindstrom, op. cit,, p. 7.
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a period of time a cosaminilgr either progresses or retro**
grasses, it sieger remains stationary* Consequently, your
coimraanlty centre (sic) should do more than meet the needs
of tbs moment,*®
(hie aspect of the continuing growth of the center stay
be found in the development of the physical plant*
In no case is the centre (sic) li&sly to appear complete
in all details at one time. Community centres (sic) are
organic structures and there will be constant growth and
change#**
This acceptance of change on the part of oommmltj
people and their concern in its direction as reflected in the
operation of the community center is one of the attributes of
the impact of the center upon the community that is of utmost
importance in reflecting the democratic character of oommmitgr
growth.

3® Harvey, £g* cit** p. 8
^

Cameron, og, c££*, p, 29
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SAMPLE C01MIXTX IIDUSiSS
Mumerous eoiismmities in Virginia have provided them
selves with meeting places*
ful.

lot all of these have been success

Some, however, have become important in the life of the

community and have mad© substantial contributions to its development.

from among these can be selected some that illustrate the

ability of local people to provide for themselves.

T h e m samples

will, in most instances, meet the qualifications previously
established for good democratic community houses and have been
selected on that basis.

From them can be rn.de certain observa

tions that indicate the process of cossmmity action which resulted
in the center.
PLYMOUTH - LU1CEMBEBG CDMTY
The Plymouth community is difficult to define for it con
sists of forty-five widely scattered families.

There are no

determinate boundaries to designate the limits of this community
in Southsid© Virginia, nor is there a church, school, or store
that might be considered the center of its life#

Despite this,

Plymouth is a community of people living and working together
cooperatively.
The families in the Plymouth area live in houses too

3?
small to accommodate many visitors,

They needed and wanted

some space for get-togethers and to accomodate activities
i n which they all could share.

These thoughts were voiced

when people got together for occasional visits but no action
was
On© man in the community finally decided that if any
thing was to be don© some on® mist start action*

He invited

everyone to come to his house to- talk about their need for a
center.

From this beginning spontaneous approval was given

to definite plans which held promise of meeting the community
need.

The community which had been unconsciously divided

into two groups became as one in determining their course of
action.
At this first meeting an organisation was formed to
provide a nucleus for their work.
©very©n© in the community*

Membership was open to

O n e member of the group offered

a small plot of ground in a central location as a spot for
the building,

After giving duo consideration to the problem

of financing the building the membership voted a tax upon
themselves bat this was no barrier to membership and partial*
pation in the center activities*

This tax was computed at

ten dollars for each adult, five dollars for each teen-ager,
and anything they could give for those under ten years of
age.
With the tax collected the group still found themselves

38
fax* short of the money needed.

A committee consulted with

the hanker in a nearly town and he agreed to lend the money
provided every adult member sign the note*

With this money

and with contributions of labor and materials the Plymouth
O ow m i t y Center was constructed*
During the construction, which was at nights and on
weekends, everyone worked on the building#

Often thirty or

more man would be found at work with wives and children
helping out or just visiting.

Careful records were kept

and each got a receipt for labor, materials, and money con
tributed to the program.

This was don® to protect their

investment in case dissension or disaster should terminate
the project*
To assure free and mariim® us© of the building a
calendar is maintained upon which anyone may reserve a date
for the use of the building*

Weddings and receptions, church

services, plays, programs, community meetings, and private
parties keep the building constantly in us®.
Completion of the first part of the building did not
'bring an end to the planning*

Even before the first debt was

entirely liquidated the community completed their dining room
and well-equipped modern kitchen on the second floor.

Ad-

ditional plans Include rest rooms, and smaller meeting rooms
in a wing to b© added later,

A stage has been provided in
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the main r o o m and a piano and chairs have boon purchased.

The

area siteronnding the building is being landscaped and designed
to provide out-of-door picnics and play areas.
Qommntt

This is an outstanding example of comimxnity

house, development.

The unique features of the process in the

organisation of this center are the volnatasy tax leipj and the
receipts issued members for their contributions of labor*
materials# and money.

Because of the widely scattered nature

of this rural comsuai%f the value of the center as a focal'
point for ooasaimity life is emphasized.
LACKSI - i o m o o w m
lackey is a Negro cofflaunity clustered around one of the
entrances to the forktown Haval Mine Depot,

During the war It

expanded rapidly ffoa a few scattered homes of poor quality
into a sizeable ccrnimmity*

Th® DSC built a large standard type

recreation center in the heart of the community that served the
Negro naval personnel of the Depot.

With the cessation of

hostilities this center was closed mid the building and equip
ment offered for sale*
Interest in keeping the building as a community center
was created among the seventy families in the area.

This was

instigated by a well educated member of the cossmiaiby and soon
expanded into the formation of the York County Cooperative
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and Welfare league with sixty-six members.

Membership in the

League was available to any one with the ownership of at least
on© share of common stock available at twenty-five dollars.

For

investment purposes, members sight buy more than one share of
common stock or preferred, stock at one hundred dollars per
share.

Through the sal© of stock the League purchased the

building in April 1947» fur #6,000*

An additional $5,000. was

borrowed for needed repairs and remodeling*
The League has attempted to include in the center
practically ©very comunity need*

There is a snack bar, coopera

tive store, an auditorium, meeting rooms, library, and office
space which is rented to a doctor and a dentist who com©
regularly from Williamsburg,
The League is primarily interested in prosaoting greater
service to members of the community rather than in making money.
It has not paid dividends as yet for m a t of its earnings are
applied to removing the indebtedness,

Money is earned through

the cooperative store, through movies held in the center two
nights each week, and through other miscellaneous activities.
The center is in constant us© by various community groups.
Special committees of the membership assume responsibility for
sponsoring various community activities such as boy and girl
scout troops and other youth activities.

Two adjoining acres,-

are rented for outdoor recreation and a director is provided
by the Loagu®,

The auditorium is used by the local school as
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a gymnasium as no other facility is available*

Activities in

the center are closely correlated with those of the school*
Comment: Cooperative group action can bring increased
community services and this center is an excellent example of
such action*

Planning for total community growth is emphasised

through the incorporation of the cooperative store and through
increased medical and recreational services.

The financing of

the center throng the sale of stock both for membership in the
organisation and for Investment is distinctive with this center.,
WATEBFCfSD COMMUNITY HOUSE - LOUDON COUNI1?

The Waterford Community House is closely tied into the
development of the entire community and grew out of total, com
munity planning*

Sparked by the creative leadership of a

"nttwcosuar*, the people in the town of Waterford have organised
the Waterford Foundation, a non-profit corporation designed to
foster and encourage the preservation of the simple colonial
beauty of this old town.

The foundation has developed long-term

plans for the restoration of the town.

Individual home owners

are encouraged and assisted in the restoration of their own
places while certain other buildings are held for the town as a
whole.

The foundation is composed of every citig&n of the town,

white and Negro.
As a part of the restoration program and la search of ways
of alleviating poor economic conditions, the foundation sponsored
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handcraft classes, through which citisens learned or re-learned
the native crafts*

This program met such an enthusiastic re

ception that a craft exhibition was scheduled.

This first

fair attracted over one thousand visitors and the fairs have
since become annual events attracting more and, more visitors
each year*

They have swelled the coffers of 'the foundation and

provided markets for local crafts ,oroducts as well,
i\
Need for space prompted the foundation to„ purchase an
.

old brick mill that long had been a landmark in the area.

This

was done in 1945 at a cost of $2,000*

Investigation uncovered
\
\
■N
structural weaknesses that have deterred the fhll use of the
> ’
■I
building as originally planned. These are feeing contacted as
'y. >
money becomes available but in the meantime it is being pased
, \

for small group meetings and for craft classes*

It has also

served as the central exhibition hall for the annual faifs#:
Long term planning includes the development of a',craft
shop, library, and a general recreation area on the three, floorh
of the mill.

The work of reconstruction progresses slowly for

it is accomplished entirely through voluntary contributions of
labor and materials*
Comment; In this cosmamity the center was but a part of
the plan for the restoration of the entire community.

The crafts

classes and the resulting annual crafts fair are examples of the
use of the center for the educational and economic growth of
the community *
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hXNK RUH - orange c o i m i
For many years the Kino Run School had an active FTA
group.

When consolidation threatened to close the four-room

school in 1945, the PTA determined to oppose it*

After con

siderable discussion it was agreed that consolidation would
offer better educational opportunities to their children and
that it did not mean that they necessarily must cease to
exist as a group*

the purchase of the school building seemed

to be an answer to their problem*

When the building was

offered at auction the representatives of the PTA were the only
bidders*
Raising the money to purchase the building was not too
difficult*

Fairs, dinners, dances and other forms of entertain

ment ware given, and these produced enough to pay off the loan*
More money was raised, in fact, than was needed*

Various im

provements, repairs, and furnishings were added to the center*
Roney raising activities of various kinds continued to
bring in funds and the group looked about for other needs that
they might meet*

Fire protection seemed to be one of the most

urgent needs so the group organized and equipped a volunteer
fir© company*

This equipment is housed in the center and the

company services a much wider area than that encompassed by
the center*
The center is constantly in use*

Every organization in

/V"
l/L

th© community makes its headquarters there*

Parties and

entertainments are frequently offered by these organisations
with part of their proceeds going into the center1s treasury.
Private individuals as well as community groups utilise the
center facilities for parties.
This center has become so active that it has drawn
into it the members of the nearby Locust Grove co?«mity
who had maintained a small inadequate community house for
some years.

While the Locust Grove center is still used

occasionally, principally by the local Hon© Demonstrntion
Club, there is little community spirit there and most of the
citizens have transferred their interest and allegiance to
Mine Run,
Comment i c,.f all the examples of the continued use of
an abandoned school plant this center shows more clearly the
possibilities of community growth resulting therefrom.

The

development of a fire department as a result of the center
shows the continually growing nature of the community group.
The early pattern of the school serving as the center for
CQMsunity activities is continued after consolidation had
closed it from further school use,
McGAMToVILIRS - BUCKINGHAM GOlBffX
McGaheysvill© is a small but active and thriving com-
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muxiity with two coiimmlty houses*
built by the community around 1910*
origins is not available.

the first of these was
The full story of its

It Is kept in use by every com

munity organisation and group including the high school
across the road*

The building has two floors and it Is not

at all unusual for different groups to toe utilising tooth
of them at the same time.
This building is controlled by the adults of the com
munity.

Their meetings were generally held on the ground

floor with youth groups meeting above.

Often the noise of

the young people would disturb those meeting below.

Soon

this became a serious problem creating much dissension in
the community.
Across the road from the center and nearer the school
is an abandoned church.

The younger people of the ©omisunity

decided to purchase this building for a youth center*

'Through

various activities this group raised tine needed §300. and with
labor and materials contributed by its members the church was
renovated and remodeled,

Many people objected to the church

being used for a center.

The youth group was able to convince

the ccimsunity of their interest in preserving it as one of
the oldest churches in the ♦mlledy* and spent their first
efforts in cleaning and restoring the adjoining cemetery.
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Boy and girl scout troops, 4-H Clubs, and the Future
farmers of America are the principal youth organis&tio&a
interested in the center*

The building is controlled by a

youth committee with adult advisors and it is known as the
i.cGahoysville Youth Center Committee.

In a admeogrmphed

report distributed to the community they stated:
The purpose of this center will be to build up and
broaden the character of our young folks, being ever
mindful of the religious background of the old church*
The institution will be strictly noa-denominational ,
non-partisan, and uou^proselyting* The by-laws now in
the process of formulation will inculcate the idea that
this center will be *Gf all the people; By all of 'the
people; And for all of our young people.*
Comments The long pattern of community cantor life
enabled this community to build a new center for the youth
when conflict between youth and adult prevented the amicable
use of the existing center.

Appreciation of the past Is re

flected In the use of an historically Important abandoned
church as the youth center.

Of particular interest in this

community is the monthly news letter that kept the people
Informed of the progress of the work on the youth center,
CSUTKhVULg - JMtEG CITX CGUHTX
Consolidation closed the three-room school in the
Centerville community.

The building had originally been

1 McGaheysville Youth Center Committee in a mimeographed
newsletter, 194S.
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erected through the help of the Rosenwald Foundation and
was in excellent condition at the time of the closing.
During the time that the Centerville School was In
operation it had a very active Farent-Teachsr group,

Hews

of the closing of the school brought a feeling of great loss
to this group.

At a meeting in which the closing of the

school was discussed, the rural supervisor suggested that
this did not mean that they could not continue to use ‘the
building nor that the local FTA need to cease to exist.
After considerable discussion a committee was appointed to
approach the school board and succeeded in getting a long
tern lease in exchange for the maintenance and proper use
of the building.

While title for the property continues

in the hands of the school board, complete control of the
building has boon turned over to tin© coj.wai.iity group.
Interest in the care of the center has grown beyond
the interest in the school.

The group has painted the roof

and the Inside of the building*

It has bean wired for

electricity and furniture and draperies have been installed.
Materials and labor were contributed by the group.

Plans

have been made for further improvements and additional con
struction.
The building is constantly in use.

Church services,

Home Demonstration Club meetings, agricultural classes, and

4S
similar activities are held in the center,

ill types of com-

munltywwide social activities have developed sine© the center
cam® Into existence .and these have .provided reoraation for
community members*

These include among others, chicken, fries,

fish fries, box suppers, and dances which serve also to help
finance center imi>rovemants«
The FTA of the old Centerville school continues as the
central eoaraaraity organization. Special interest groups such
as the Hunt Club are growing out of this parent group,

ftegu*

lar meetings of the FTA are called to handle cantor business
and through discussion at those meetings exploratory work is
being done toward the development of extended cooperative
activities centered in the community house.
Comment: The development of a community center is not
limited by the educational, economic, social, or racial position
of the community assbers.

Centerville is an example of the

growth ©f a center in a small sub-sarglnal Megro c««auisitgr.
Of primary Interest is the ability ©f the existing Parent-Teacher
organisation, through wise leadership, to continue Its existence
in the abandoned school and the development of varied eocsaunity
activities through the existence of the center,
xviuuX bXGHA — i!IA/VA&HA OuHuTl
The Wilmington Grange was the major organisation in the
Kent Store easaaunity*

It had maintained its own meeting hall
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in a one-room school building rented from the school board.
‘
When consolidation closed the big four-room school at Kent
Store the one-room school was re-opened for primary grades
and the Grange was evicted.
The Grange regretted losing their quarters and con
sidered the possibilities of re-opening in the now abandoned
Kent Store School,

This time, however, they were determined

to own 'their building.

In investigating the possibilities of

acquiring the Kent Store ichool the Grange found that it was
impossible for them to do this alone, so they decided to form
a oosBDKinity-wide center association.
The Kant Store Agriculture and Recreation Centex1 Associ
ation was formed.

Everyone in the coimaunity is entitled to

membership and dues are assessed at 25 cents per month.

Mem

bership rolls at present list nearly every resident of the area*
The Association borrowed money from a citizen of the community
to finance the project.

This was soon repaid through various

activities held in the center,

Additional money was raised by

the same m«ans for repairs and furnishings.
The center is available to everyone In the community for
parties or meetings or other activities requiring space.

Regu

lar square dances are held by the association and these became
so |x>puXar that there was insufficient space to accomodate toe
crowds.

Cards were Issued to members that entitled them to two
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dances each month instead of cum each week, thus giving every
one an equal opportunity to participate*

these cards served

also to exclude undesirable visitors from outside the coimmmity*
The grounds surrounding the building have been developed for
baseball, picnics, and other mxmmertim© activities*

The Orange,

Boms Demonstration Club, 4-H, and similar groups utilise the
facilities of the center*
Comments The development of the spirit of cooperative
action on community problems enabled this community to develops
aether canter to replace the one that they lost.

The new

center was larger and better equipped and offered greater op
portunities for growth,

of particular' interest' is the- maimer

in which the group handled the problem of too many people in
attendance at public dances through the use of admittance cards*

kfATgf&xcssmmmz omrm ~ umm mmn
The Waterlick Community Center was once an abandoned oneroom school located at a fork in the road in open country.

For

eight years the building deteriorated - unused and unwanted*
It was taken over in 194® as the home for the Fork Improvement
Association.
This Association was started in 1947 by a few citizens
who were interested in improving their community.

Today it

represents some eighty families and for its ’eoimminity1 embraces
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all the territory between the north and south forks of the
Shenandoah Elver at their junction and the mountains on the
west.
In its beginning, the Association met in the homes
of Its members,

tfith its continued growth, however, it soon

outgrew these accommodations and a committee was selected
and charged with the responsibility of finding suitable
quarters.

First plans called for the erection of a building

COLLEGE Or' WILLIAM & MARY

but further study by the groups settled on the plan of taking
over the abandoned. Waterlick school house.
Upon petition to the school board, the Association was
granted free use of the building with an option to purchase
it if their plan proved successful,

further plans were

developed and work began immediately on the renovation of
the building.

Electricity was installed and over seventy

window panes were replaced, fh© large central room was cleaned
and repaired and the small vestibule converted into a coat
closet and storage room.

Simple outdoor lighting was installed

to enable summer time use of the area surrounding the building.
All of the work and most of the materials were supplied by the
members of the Association.
The rehabilitation of the building for use as a center
consumed but a small portion of the energies of the group.
Other community needs were recognized and many of these were
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deemed more urgent than the center*

While the center was being

repaired, the Association began using it for money raising ac
tivities in order to tackle the more urgent community needs.
From the money raised through the center other community
needs were met.

Each of the one-room schools in the area re

ceived funds, equipment, and labor to improve their conditions.
Gravel was spread on school yards, bookshelves were built, and
teaching supplies were provided.
The center is being improved slowly for the members of
the Association feel that work on it can be postponed, yet they
are constantly doing little things to keep it la repair.

Long

term plans envision a summer playground, an addition to the
building to provide more space, and the provision of an adequately
equipped kitchen,

At present the group is planting shrubbery,

making a parking lot, and building indoor and outdoor furniture.
The center is not always in use hut it i® available and may be
used by all organizations in the area and by private members
when they have need of it.
Comment: This community began thinking in terms of a
large adequate community center but upon examining total com
munity needs the group began working in many areas with the
result that a small abandoned school was taken over as the center.
The primary energies of the group have been directed toward other
community needs while at the same time making some minor improve-
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mentis on the center.
MT* WILLIAMS - F M B E d l G K GuUlOT
In a mountanous section of western Frederick County is
a small white building known as the Mt. Williams Community Hall*
It was erected in 1935 by the thirty facilities that compose the
community.
For a number of years the Mt* Williams community has
been famous in that section for its Community League and Debat
ing Society made up of all the members of the community.

This

Society had always held its meetings in the two-room school
house In the area*

In 1934 this school was closed through con

solidation and sold immediately afterward by the school board
to a family who converted it into a residence.

Following this,

the Society was at a loss for a place to meet and decided to
erect its own permanent quarters.
A plot of ground was donated by one of the members and
with materials and labor contributed by the membership a small,
neat, one-room center was erected*
one In the community.

The center is used by every

Present community organisations having

their headquarters In the building include the Home Demonstration
Club, the Hunting Club, the Baseball Club; 4-H Club5 the Community
League and Debating Society; and a two weeks summer Bible School.
All of these organizations except the Debating Society have come
into existence since the center was built.

Church services are

often held in the center to supplement those of the nearest church
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four miles away.

Of these organisations, the Debating Society

is the only all-inclusive one that includes all the comunity.
title for the property is vested in five elected trustees*
there are no dues nor membership fees, and money needed for
repairs or improvements is raised through dinners, lawn fetes,
and similar activities.

Currently, the community is erecting

an addition to house a kitchen which will serve many purposes*
Everyone in the community shares in the development and in the
activities of the center.

Leadership is widespread.

*Like any

hall or any building, it is run by about a do^en of interested
families and when .any program is put on all of the community
joins in.
Comment: The Mt. Williams Community had for years main
tained a community-wide organisation in the school.

When the

school was sold the group continued to function and erected a
building for themselves.

With their own quarters they broadened

the activities available to the community through varied interest
groups and religious activities.

The construction of the center

was a natural outcome of the tradition of cooperative action.
HEDLAUDS CGIMJMIT? W I L D i m - IEEDERIGK CuUDTI
In the northernmost corner of the State of Virginia is the

2 Delilah Bell, in a letter to the author dated 15 January,
1949*

Redlands Community Building*

This center was originally a two-

room school building that was closed in 1935 through the consoli
dation of several nearby schools.

It is situated in a nicely

wooded area in which there is also a neat white Methodist church
with its adjoining cemetery.

This area is surrounded by approxi

mately fifteen houses forming tee Redlands or Whitacre Gorarmmity.
After closing of the school, members of tee comomity

sought some means of keeping the building for community use.
During its period of operation as a school, tee building always
had been available for community and church functions.

This

long-time use of the building had accustomed tee people to look
upon it as the center for community activity.
Consultations by individuals from the community with school
officials brought to light tee fact teat the ground and building
were originally deeded to tee community when the school first
opened m a n y years previously*

This removed any problem of the

legality of its continued use by the community and the school
board relinquished their custodial rights in favor of tee adjoin
ing church.
Through socials, suppers, rummage sales, and similar activi
ties, enough money, materials and labor were provided to permit
an extensive remodeling program.

The ’
building has been wired

for electricity and it has been papered and painted inside and out#
Furniture, draperies, and kitchen equipment have been added to the
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an extensive remodeling program.

The building has been wired

for electricity and it has been papered and painted inside
and out,

furniture, draperies, and kitchen equipment have

been added to the interior.
Long-term plans provide for further internal improvements
and for the beautification of the grounds*

the community con

templates regularly scheduled programs of supervised play for
the children.

At present the canter is used by various civic,

Homo Demonstration and 4-H Clubs in addition to the neighbor
ing church and individual members of the community,
Two smaller neighboring coBnmmities became interested
in the center at badlands and considered the development of
their own.

The people of Redlands persuaded these coimminities

to join with them in the one center.

This enlarges the sphere

of the center to include some fifty families in the surrounding
area.
Comment: The presence of the center enabled this com
munity to widen its bounds bringing two other neighboring
groups into one cohesive community.

This action orevenhed the

unnecessary duplication of local institutions and enabled the
three communities to have together a large and more adequate
center than either could have had alone.
F&IBNDLX GRbVB - FHEDRRIGK GOUHTI
The people in the Friendly Grove eoBmmnity had a tradition

5?
of using their one-room school house for community functions ,
tfhan consolidation closed the school in 1936 the group formed

a community committee and purchased the building.

Members of

this committee were 'made trustees of the center.

For several

years it was used infrequently and the formal organisation
did not function actively.

M l of the elected trustees lived

along the border of the community and transferred their
allegiance to a newer, more active center in a neighboring
coismmity.

these trustees voted to sell the Friendly Grove

Building and combine their efforts with the neighboring com
munity.
This action of the trustees without consultation with
the other community members aroused new interest and considerable
conflict among the people surrounding the building.

They banded

together and secured a court injunction preventing the sale of
their building.

Sew trustees were selected.

This resulted In

the formation of the Friendly Grove Cosaminity Association.

Mem

bership in this Association was open to everyone in the community
with annual dues of one dollar per person.

Since its formation

dues have been reduced to twenty-five cents and everyone, in
cluding small children, are active voting members.
Every year on the Fourth of July and on Labor Bay the
Association holds annual community picnics and lawn parties,
with the proceeds being applied to the development of the center.
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These affairs attract former residents to return to their home
community, keeping alive and strong their *old-home * attach
ments *
At the present time the building is in good repair in
side and out*

Papering, painting, furniture repairing, and

landscaping have made it an attractive community home.

All

the labor and most of the materials have been supplied by the
membership.

The only formal organizations in the area are the

Home Demonstration Club, the 4~H Club, and the Methodist Church.
While these tend to overlap in memberski-}, they do not include
every member of the forty families composing the community*
Any person or organisation is free to make us© of the building
. providing they do not destroy or do anything to hurt
the reputation of the building.
Comments Conflict welded this community into an action
group and gave impetus to the strengthening of the center or
ganisation.

The annual picnics bring former members of the

community back into the group, keeping active their attachments
to- their home community.
DUMMS GGM-fiJfflTX G M S i - LUNSHfiKHQ GGMTI

The Dundas Community Center is located amidst a small

3 Mary Triplett, in a letter to the author dated
20 January, 1949.

cluster of houses in southside Virginia.

The building is a

two-story frame structure that served for many years as a
country store*

The depression years resulted in a loss of

farm income in the immediate area and in 1934 the operator
of this store was forced out of business.

For several years

the building lay idle but was finally offered for sale.

The

Ladies Auxiliary of one of 'the local churches sparked a move
ment to acquire 'the building for use as a community center.
At the sale they were able to purchase it for one hundred
dollars*
Little was don® to improve the building for several
years following its purchase.

Interest, however, grew steadily

and despite the poor economic conditions of the area changes
and improvements have been made.

The first floor has been

entirely re-finished with celotax paneling and new hardwood
flooring.

Chairs, space heaters, and a complete modem kitchen

have been provided.

The stag© was equipped with curtains and

scenery through the sale of advertising space on a front drop
curtain.
use of the center has grown along with its i-hysical im
provements.

All community organizations have free access to

the building and dances and other forms of entertainment are
occasionally held there.

An amateur dramatic group has come

into existence to utilize the stag©.
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Long-term planning anticipates the remodeling of the
second floor into a library, sewing room, and hubby shop.

The

very small plot of ground on one side of the building is to be
made into a playground for small children.
The center serves about thirty families in 'the immediate
vicinity although many others in the surrounding area partici
pate in many of the activities.

Title to the property is held

by a committee of representatives of the churches, and the
center is governed by an informal community organisation.
Comment: A small group of far seeing individuals in this
community seized upon the opportunity to acquire a center despite
the fact that the community was not ready to take such action as
a whole,

lather 'than forcing rash comsamity action the group

slowly developed an understanding of the value of this center in
enriching community life that resulted in a total community or
ganisation for the administration of the center and the growth
of center activities.
GRAVEL JUDGE - GA&rMLL C v U m
Consolidation closed the -three-room school at Gravel Ridge
in 1940.

For several years prior to this date it had whittled

away grades until only one class remained in session at that time.
The extra rooms had 'been used frequently for community meetings.
At the outset of the war they were used for home canning classes

and other defense-related activities.

At the last session of

one of these classes, notice was received o f tie contemplated
sal© of the building.

The class soon became a community meeting

and a delegation of the young people in attendance was selected
to approach the school board with proposals for renting or buy
ing the building.
This delegation was granted immediat© rights to the
building without charge by the school board.

The coimaunity

then selected a committee to control and operate the center.
This committee was composed of both older and younger members
of the population*

It serves as a governing body without

formal organisation.
With money raised through varied activities the group
has purchased a piano and other furnishings as well as the com
pletion o f some re-decorating. Long-term planning contemplates
the purchase of the building from the school board and the
development of recreational and parking areas on the surround
ing land.
The only formal community organisation i a Borne Demon
stration Club that makes frequent use of the building.

The

community consists of approximately thirty farm families scattered
widely around the center.

The center is not used extensively.

Family parties are held every two weeks and meetings of other
ty;)©s at irregular intervals.
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Comments The most interesting feature of this center is
the shift of responsibility for the acquisition and development
of the center from the older community members to the younger
ones with the full backing and support of the groups as a whole.
There are other community houses in Virginia that might
be included among these sampled*

There are many more centers

that on first glance would seem to qualify for inclusion with
these? yet upon closer investigation they have been found want
ing in some of the aspects of the process.

This has prevented

their incorporation among the. selected examples of good demo
cratic centers,

la such communities, the center has failed to

function as a dynamic instrument for community growth*

In most

instances this can be attributed to the failure of the groups
or its leaders to grasp the importance of the several aspects
previously detailed in the criteria.
For purposes of contrast it might be useful to review
several of these rejected centers,
A SGUTHERH COUNTY
In 1940 a citizen of this community decided that the town
needed a community center.

With great secrecy he arranged de

tails with the town clerk and council and constructed a fine
brick town hall.

The citizens had no pari in its planning, con

structing, financing, or use*

Several people in the community
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expressed resentment at the manner in which the matter was
handled*

Under the control of the town council, the building

is available for limited and restricted us®.

It has little

meaning to the community beyond being the only available
place in which to m e t and then hardly accessible.

Inquiries

concerning a community center will rarely bring forth mention
of this building,
A TIDSMATSft G G W m
The Home Demonstration Club built a house for their
meetings.

Honey was raised in the community through fairs,

dinners, and similar money raising activities,
was done largely through local effort,

Construction

the Club maintains

complete control over the facility and limits its use to those
groups or activities which will not mar its floors or injur®
the furnishings.

As a result of this policy, few organisations

other than the Club make use of the facility*

The members of

the Club refer to it as the Cartersville Community Center,
but this designation is not shared by some members of the com
munity who resent the dominant control o f the Club,
A SOUTH FIESQSMDHT C00NTX
The Negroes of this community wanted a place to meet.
After careful planning they began a money-raising campaign
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to finance the simple structure they planned to erect.

The

Headmaster of a nearby finishing school saw in the project an
opix»rtunity for the school to participate as a community ser
vice gesture.

He took over the project and erected a fine,

large log center and maintained his control through influenc
ing the selection of the community committee dominated by
employees of his school.

The citizens of the community resent

their lack of voice in the policies governing the hall, yet
fear open rebellion.

The center has divided the grou:^ where

in the beginnings it was uniting them.

This interference by

an outsider has deprived the group of achieving the fulfill
ment of their own Idea.
a

pxmmm oomn

Citizens of this community had been considering their
need for a community center for a long time.

After examining

several means of achieving their project a group of citizens
formed a non-profit corporation and sold shares of stock at
1100. per share,

afith the money raised from this source and

with money borrowed from the local bank, they erected a fine
Quonset type hut that serves for all community activities con
ducted by those organizations that can afford to pay the
rental fee.

The corporation charges flO for each non-profit

organization using the center and 10 per cent of the gross
intake for all money-raising ventures held in the center.

Had
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Had the corporation made its stock available to more people by
reducing the cost the center might have spread its .influence
over a ifider segment of the community.

Failure to do this .has

prevented this center from 'performing its function as effectively
as might be desired.
A KOUHTAXN GGUHIX
•She Episcopal Church decided that the people needed a
place to meet.

With Diocesan funds and with some money raised

locally they built an adequate building and informed the people
that this was their center.

The citizens had no part in the

development of the center and now exercise no control or
direction in its use.
outside the Church.

The center is used very little by groups
This pattern has been followed in other

communities in which the Church has been active.

In every

instance they are considered by the people of the respective
communities as Parish Houses rather than community centers,
despite the insistence of the Qhurch to the contrary*
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CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF THE SAMPLE COMMUNITY HOUSES
The study of these selected centers brings to the fore
front certain general characteristics which they tend to share
in common.

These involve the role which the centers play in

community life, the factors contributing to their development,
and the evolutionary steps in the process from idea to actuality.
Each of them will be considered in turn,
THE FUNCTIONS OF THE CENTER
Community centers can perform certain functions as justi
fication for their existence as major forces in community life.
In each of the centers studied these functions have been found
to be common.

In some centers, the role that one function may

play will out~weigh that of another, but in each center there
is some element of all of them.
Community Assembly: The people who compos® these various
communities have strongly felt the lack of a suitable place in
which to meet.

Having such a place helps develop a conscious

understanding of •community* as a unit in their society.
The importance of such a facility for getting together
must not be minimized for, as Professor McAfee writes:
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Getting together is recognized to be necessaxy to the
solution of our numerous and serious community problem *
Thus the question of a community house is one of first
importance*^
The development of community consciousness is considered
of paramount importance as a function of the center, by Arthur
iS. Morgan who says 5

Because the American community has been disrupted iy the
self-centered organizations of churches, clubs, ledges, etc*,
as well as by the flux of modem life, the feeling of com
munity is weak. As that feeling is strengthened and en
couraged, it will be greatly helped by the development of a
community house and meeting place.^
These selected centers have provided their communities
with places to meet in which they can share a common existence•
In some of this communities, such as Plymouth, Gravel Ridge, and
yaterlick, the center has given corporate form to a widely
scattered collection of families that had no common existence
through the lack of any central community institution.
Sociability. 'The center provides the community with space
in which social functions might take place.

It enables people to

get together for the exchange of ideas and to become acquainted

1 McAfee, og* cit*. p. 5.
2 Morgan, og. cit.* p. 244*
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on an equal and informal basis*

The Scottish Education Depart

ment points out that the community canter is intendeds

* * * to provide a common meeting place where members of
the community of all creeds# opinions, and interests can
foregather for social aad recreative purposes and enjoy
the emotional satisfaction of 1neighbourliness *2
Each of the sample centers is used for recreational pur
poses*

Maximum use is restricted by the lack of adequately-

trained full-time leadership*

Activities most commonly found

are parties# plays# dinners# dances# and similar types of enter
tainment.

the most effective use of the center for sociability

may be found In the Plymouth Community house where the building
was readily available for .private parties in addition to group
activities*

Kent Store found it necessary to limit attendance

at its weekly square dances because of the lack of space to
accommodate the crowds that sought admittance*
of the facility may result in paid leadership m

The existence
in lackey# but

this tends to be an exception because the other activities of
the center provide the funds to support this leadership*
Education.

The canter ±3 a place for the growth of con

tinuing education and such education can be formal or informal
in character*

Social activities may often be educational*

3 Scottish Education Department, op* cit** p. 2

The
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existence of a center enhances the education opportunities
and effective use of the facility for this purpose is limited
only by the quality of the available leadership.
Numerous community centers offer competent educational
programs*

The Old Mill at Watertown is an outstanding example

of community growth through center activities.

Here a varied

craft program has reflected its influence in an increased ap
preciation of the cultural and architectural heritage of the
village,

Kajor restorations and an annual craft fair attract

thousands of visitors.

Programs conducted in the center,

largely under volunteer leadership, have given local people
a means of supplementing otherwise meager incomes through
craft programs.
Among centers other than those specifically included
as samples may be varied types of educational activities.

Bacon

Hollow offer® classes in weaving to its members, Bruton Heights
Community School has an extensive educational program*

In the

main, however, educational programs conducted in the small
centers are based upon the activities of Home Demonstration Clubs
and similar community organisations * The educational process
involved in the development of the building itself is not to be
overlooked as a contribution made by the center in this area.
The process of learning to work together as a community toward
some selected end in which tangible results can be seen does
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mxtsh to strengthen individual understood

of ©oasaon problems*

In Plymouth, for example, %hm voluntary tax assessment to help
finance the center undoubtedly gave a broader understanding of
the fact that governmental taxation is compulsory cooperative
action directed toward the solution of pvobleayi teat could not
he solved individually*

Again in Orange County, at lline dun,

cooperative cosffisunity action in acquiring tee center carried
beyond the building itself to an attach upon aaoteer eoamuiity
problem, fire protection, which resulted in a voluntary fire
department*

Mot all examples of tee educational functions of

te© center are as specific as these*
UaBauaity Organisationi

The protnulgetion of general com-

an&ity organisation is one outstanding contribution of the center
to rural life*

'The cooperative action in the erection of the

building is in many instances tee forerunner of a chain of co
operative acts for eossmmity betterment whereby people learn
teat they earn help ttamelvea through concerted planning and action*
in taelr book a gB U S M g f l V wrgaaisatlott. oandarson
and Poison says
It is important to reoognis* that th*y Ceowmiaity houses)
have in m a n y eases been the chief means of bringing about
coasmmity organisation* A coimaunity which has a building
maintained as a center is te teat extent organised, and it
has m physical basis for tee devetepc&eat of solidarity*
These buildings are erected and maintained for te# common
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good of all and not for the use of any one organisation or
group of organizations. The gatherings there stimulate
community esprit de coroa^
That there is need for community organization, in rural
areas there can be little doubt*

T. Lynn Smith in his Sociology

of Rural Life emphasizes this need: H, . • rural America has
suffered keenly from the lack of a strong, well integrated,
and clearly defined rural community,
Citizens of the small rural community are showing an
increasing realization of the values achieved through organi
zation*

They are not only becoming aware of their problems

but also striving to find solutions through planning and work
ing together*

The community house performs a major function

in abetting this citizen action*
Stimulated by the rapid social and economic changes
taking place people of rural communities have felt more
and more the need for coming together to discuss common
problems and ways and means of carrying out programs of
a community-wide nature. Often, however, the lack of a
suitable place in which to meet has proved a serious
deterrent to such programs,&

4- Dwight Sanderson and Robert A* Poison, Rural Com
munity Organization. Hew York: John. Wiley and Sons, 1939#
p. 172.
5 TSmith, The Sociology of &ur§3> j*ife* Mew York:
Harper and Brothers, 1947* p* 341#
6

Lindstrom, oo. cit., p. 3
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It is not to b© construed that aosEounity center© are
the only means of achieving community organisation.

Some

communities have, through their organisation, achieved solu
tions to pressing community needs without a center,

otill

other places possess adequate facilities for meetings and
have not achieved community organisation or solidarity.
Among these sample centers community organisation has
resulted in such places as Waterlick, Redlands, Plymouth, and
Mine Hun among others,

while in Waterford, HoGaheysville, and

Mt. Williams the center grew out of previously organised com
munity activity#

Where the center has resulted from the

previous organization in the community it has served to
localize that community and give to it a common •home1*

In

those cases where community organization has resulted from the
center the development of that center served as the stimulus
for cooperative community action which has carried over beyond
the acquisition of the center.

Some communities, not con

sidered her®, were found to have achieved sufficient organiza
tion to develop their center hfet were unable to maintain this
organization either to continue the operation of the center or
to carry over into other phases of community life.
FACTORS COMMON TO THE SAMPLE COMMUNITY CENTERS
While there exists wide divergence between communities in
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specific aspects of the growth of their canters and in the
physical results achieved, there are certain factors found
in coiison.

These factors embrace leadership, methods of fi

nancing the construction, and certain specified evidences of
social well-being resulting from the presence of that center
in its community.
Leadership*

Primary among the factors common to each

of these centers is that of leadership*

The quality and

character of this leadership is instrumental in determining
the success or failure of the program in most instances*

In

each of the samples presented, this leadership was purely
local in origin.

These leaders were, in most instances, acknow

ledged as community loaders throu^i their social standing,
economic ability, or official position.

In other instances,

these leaders developed as such with the development of the idea
of the center.

In Mi. Williams, for example, the leadership

revolves among a few leading families whose position of promi
nence is widely accepted.

The Plymouth community found its

leadership in the most economically successful member of the
community.

On the other hand, Gravel Ridge and McGaheysville

communities found their leadership developing with the evolu
tion of the center.
Wot infrequently these leaders sought stimulation, or
active assistance outside their immediate community group*

Such
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assistance la planning was secured from published materials,
from state institutions of higher learning, and from other
communities.

In each of the selected communities, this

leadership has been creative and democratic resulting in the
strengthening of democratic community organisation.

Converse

ly, unwise leadership has, perhaps, succeeded in acquiring a
physical plant limited in its effectiveness by the failure
of the community to also grasp the process of democratic
action*

W. 3* Bittner emphasises the importance of the calibre

of this leadership by sayings
democracy functions well or i H according to the spirit,
knowledge, and resources of the people given to them by
the strength of effort of their community leaders . . .7
Financings Local effort and support in the development
of the center is another important factor*

Successful centers,

certainly among the selected samples, exhibit a broad and in
tense interest and participation by all the community.

Financing

the structure always looms most forbiddingly in 'the minds of the
people yet in these centers this was achieved locally through a
number of ways*
A few centers, such as Lackey and Lovingston, sold shares
of stock in a cooperative foundation as a means of assuring oon-

7 Bittner, og. cit*. p. 20.
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struct!on of their centers.

The receipts issued members of

the Plymouth, community for contributions of money , labor,
and materials, were tantamount to shares of stock though not
so designated.

In general, the sal© of stock tends to exclude

less able members of the oemaauaity from actual financial
participation.
Voluntary contributions of money, materials, and labor
were accepted in every comunity center studied.

These pro

vided the greatest participation of all people within the
limits of their own ability*

The Plymouth community is again

cited for ‘
the contribution of money controlled through a selfimposed voluntary tax levy that gave each contributor the feel
ing of having shared equally in the center*
Various types of money-raising activities were found in
every center.

In the main, they varied but slightly from com

munity to community*

The more common means involved

fairs,

parties, dances, dinners, and similar forms of entertainment*
Such events attracted many people from outside the immediate
community and broadened the financial support of the center.
Only in rare instances has any community depended upon
one method of financial support alone.
centers utilised several of the methods.

Most of the sample
The two most common

forms and universally successful methods have been found to
be voluntary contributions and money-raising activities.

These

seem to be somewhat of a paucity of inventiveness in devising
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these financial measures.

Certainly In the sample centers they

have assured th© widespread participation of large numbers of
community people.
Cther communities have achieved financial supoeri through
appropriations from tax funds or ty large gifts, hut these tend
to exclude personal participation by community members and are
less desirable from the point of view of community self-help*
Social Well-being: There is little doubt of the value
of the contribution which these centers have made to live in
those communities in which they exist*

M s Katherine E. Brent,

Home Demonstration Agent in Powhatan County writes:
The establishment and use of these community houses has
meant much in the educational, social., and economic develop
ment of the county as a whole, their contribution has
certainly enriched family and community living? it helped
raise the standards of living in this fine old rural county
of Powhatan*®
Mot all the centers that have come into existence in
Virginia have mad© such contributions to community life*

Those

which have been selected as examples of the higher calibre of
community center organisation have mad© noticeable impressions
upon their respective communities*

While it is exceedingly

difficult to attribute any over-all community growth to the

0 Katherine li. Brent, in a letter to the author dated
17 January, 1949*
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canter specifically, there are, however, certain evidences of
social wall-being that might be attributed to the rxreseaoe of
the center in its community*
Social growth has been achieved in these coirasunities
through the mere existence of a place to meet.

In ilymouto,

Redlands, friendly Grove and Gravel Ridge, the center affords
the only place where all elements of the comasunity may share
a common existence.

The act of planning and working together

to achieve the center does much to build a spirit of neighborliness and mutual help.
In any eoimounity where a common facility has been
evolved 'through cooperative citizen action, there is organisa
tion,

This organisation may be purely social or it may .pro

ceed beyond that to a wider area of common concern*

The Redlands

center has served to unite three adjacent communities enabling
them to develop' a common organisation#
life there has been some unity achieved.

In the areas of religious
The Plymouth coasmmity

through its center achieved unity in tots area by providing
apace for regular church services.

The congregational character

of to© sects represented among toe .people undoubtedly facilitated
this unification.

The Mt* Williams center supplements neighbor

hood churches for regular services and through a union bible
school.
The process of building toe center is itself educational
in character, for through it participants learn to work together.
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All of the cantors studied housed varied educational activi
ties,

Waterford with its craft classes is an outstanding

example of this.

Generally farm, and home programs axe the

major educational activities,

Economic improvejaeats result

ing from 'the center axe difficult to assess,

i’he crafts fair

in the yaterford Canter is on© evidence of the economic con
tribution of the center.

The cooperative store at Lackey

was laade possible by the availability of space in the center
building*
^ Om
The creation of the community house has preceded the
increase of other community services in nearly ©very ooimaunity
studied,

i-iin© ihm has developed a fir® department5 Lackey

has medical services and directed recreation; Dundas has a
library and hobby shop; and Waterlick has improved school con
dition# in the community,

All of these thing# have come about

in these communities through the center building.

Nearly every

community had evidence# of planning for the future that would
broaden and increase the scope of services available to members
both in and resulting from the shared life in the center,
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CHAPTER VI
CGMCLiJSIGMS

la many small rural communities ia Virginia there is
evidence of a growing awareness of the part that a oosminity
house can play in enriching community life#

Seventy-three

places In Virginia have community centers that have developed
as an outgrowth of a specific community need through an aware
ness on the part of local people that they san achieve such a
center for themselves*
EVALUATION Of THE OBQBKB OF D M jGMTIG ACTIGM EMCO0MTEH£D

XH W& CliTIBS
The community centers that have been described herein
were selected for study because of the high degree of democrat
ic community action reflected in the story of their develop
ment.

Mot all of these centers were successful in each of

the criteria selected as necessary for the complete operation
of the process.

let, to a greater or lesser degree, each of

these centers presented some indication of a sound appreciation
of the several criteria*

The presence of each of these criteria

to some degree in every one of the selected centers indicated
a wider acceptance of the processes of democratic community
action*

Bach of these steps will be considered in turn.
Planning. Every on© of the selected samples resulted
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from the moled thinking and planning of representative membars of its specific community.

Some centers, such as Ply

mouth and Gravel Ridge, involved every citizen in the planning
process*

In other centers (W&terlick, Dundas, and Mt* Williams)

the planning was accomplished through, a committee selected from
the community with the general membership having the final
voice in the acceptance of the committee plan*

Other centers,

as in Waterford and Lackey, depended upon a formal governing
body to effect major planning activities*
There appears to be a close relationship between the
size of the community and the degree of participation in the
planning and with the degree of formal organization existent.
In Waterford, for example, the board of directors of the
Waterford Foundation completed the formal planning for the
Old Mil*

This foundation is a formal chartered non-profit

corporation governed by its elected board of directors*

This

is in contrast with Waterlick where the large population made
it more expedient for a committee to handle the planning de
tails, or again with Plymouth where the group was sufficiently
small and informal for everyone to share in the Planning process.
This same degree of participation, is to be found in Lackey,
Dundas, and Min© Run respectively.
There were centers other than those included that quali
fied for inclusion in every other respect, yet had too little
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general participation in this planning process.

Re prosentative

participation in planning through selected committee or board
members is in keeping with the democratic idea, jet dictatorial
control over the planning by the leaders as exhibited in these
centers not included is not*

This factor of participation in

planning is, in most respects, the most crucial aspect of the
democratic process,
deeds. In each of the selected centers the cansaunity
house evolved from an accepted need for a place to get together.
In only one instance did a community house develop despite the
existence of an adequate facility'.

This was at i-icGaheysville

where the Youth Center was developed as a supplement to th©
existing center and mat a definite need in the community for a
place for youth activities.

Some of the centers excluded from

this report were in communities having adequate structures that
were not made available for general community use.

In such

instances the community as a whole failed to resolve the exist
ing conflict that prevented the general use of these facilities.
Resources. Each of the communities that developed a center
showed evidence of a wise us© of local resources.

In few instances

did a community find it necessary to secure outside help in plan
ning or building.
Material resources of the communities were wisely used.
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Nono of the sample communities erected new buildings when
existing structures could be satisfactorily adapted to com
munity use*

Lackey, Inline- Run, Waterlick, and McGaheysville

are a few examples of this*

In those instances in which new

buildings were necessary (due to the non-availability of
existing structures as in Kt* Williams and Plymouth) both
materials and labor of local origin were utilised*

School

buildings provided a wise us® of existing resources for these
structures enabled a community to retain for their use a
facility that had long been the generally accepted center
of community activities.

Mine Rim, Redlands, Gravel Ridge,

and Centerville were formerly school houses.
financing. Hone of the selected centers depended for
financial aid upon sources outside their immediate community.
In every Instance the community developed some type of finan
cial program in keeping with its own ability.

The Plymouth

community borrowed money over the signatures of every member of
the community and levied a volunteer tax to finance the center.
Mt* Williams, Redlands, and Dundas, among others, financed
their programs through local money-raising activities*

The

Lackey community sold shares of stock for cooperative ownership
in their building.

All of these centers had very widespread

financial support from all members of the community.

In some

of the excluded centers, as in Brookaeal, the major financial
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effort was made by gift from a wealthy member of the community
or as in Madison where tax funds bore the burden of the costs
of the structure.

These methods'did not give average member©

of the community a financial share in the project.
Use. The use which the community makes of its center
is the ultimate test of the success of that center*

This also

reflects the successful character of the process through which
the center was achieved and is the final step in that process.
These sample centers show considerable variation in the uses
to which they are put

by their communities.

In some instances the center has been in existence in
the community such a short time that the older custom of nonassociation has been slow in giving way to newer habits of
group activity.

Thus in communities such as Gravel Ridge,

Redlands , Mine Run, and others, the community fails to utilize
to its full potential the facilities of the community house*
The degree of social organisation in the community has
considerable bearing upon the use of the structure*

Those com

munities without many varied organised interest groups make
little use of their buildings.

On the other hand, the existence

of the center enables new interest groups to arise as has been
shown in Mt. Williams and again in Centerville.
The most nearly ideal use made of a center is shown by
the Lackey community.

Through its cooperative store, soda

fountain, and medical services, the people of the area make
more general and widespread use of their building than in any
other community*

The availability of & direct: r for recrea

tional activities has broadened the leisure time us© of the
center beyond mere formal organizational meetings.

It can

hardly be expected that all centers will develop such full
time activity and service programs yet many others look
toward the incorporation of such a director at some future
time*
There appears to be a relationship between partici
pation in the planning for the development of the center and
the free community use of the structure,

lone other of the

centers show quite the personal individualized us© that is
demonstrated by the Plymouth community where the center has
become a supplemental ♦home1 for the families.

This say be

due to the intense personal participation on the part of all
members of the community in the planning and construction of
their center.

Contrasted with Madison where permission must

be secured for the use of the town hall, or even with Water
ford whore control rests with selected directors, this factor
becomes more apparent.
Growth* Continued community growth is evident in each
of the selected samples.

Long range planning contemplates

extended development of the center facilities; however, it
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Is not confined to that alone*
considered.

Other o o w m m l t j projects are

Min© Bun developed a fire department; Waterford

an annual, craft fair, and JOundas a hobby shop.

The center

has served as the common point around which further community
action can begin,.
GGMMOI STEPS II THE DEVELQMSIT OF TIE GESTEE
The stages of growth in the unfolding process of group
action expressed in the evolution of the community center
appear to be generally common to the sample centers studied.
In no way is this a logical progression of group action fixed
and inflexible in every community.

Bather do these steps

appear to be innate, evolved individually and independently
by each action group#

They are not necessarily confined to

the development of a cosmaunity house and may occur in any
activity which is the result of the democratic group process*
The sequence of these

steps variesand additions or deletions

occur in keeping withthe particular nature of a given com
munity#

They are, however, phases of development that may be

present, obviously or subtly, at on© time or another.
X. The community will feel the need for a common meeting
place readily available to everyone.
Some member or

group withinth© community will feel

the need existing in the community for a meeting place.

This
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need :nay arise from the desire for sociability as expressed
in the Plymouth community resulting from the small crowded
homes.

It may come through the opportune sale of the newly

abandoned school building as in the Min© Bun community.

The

idea may com© from reading a news account of a center in some
distant area or it may com© from a visit to a neighboring
community house#

Professional workers la the coimmmity may

bring the idea as happened in Frederick County where three
centers developed under the guidance of the same Home Demon
stration iigent.
2* Groups and individuals within the community will accept
this need and express it in common terns,
From the introduction of the idea there will follow
a period of discussion that will gradually spread the idea
among many people In the community.
port and opposition.

The idea will gain sup

At this point it will flower into

numerous proposals offered to meet the need.

If direction is

given to these they may lead into a course of action.

If not,

the idea may die.
3.

A group will begin to emerge with a plan of action and

an organisation may develop to give direction to meeting the
solution of the idea.
The first course of action proposed will almost invaribly be a meeting to voice the idea and the proposals to the
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community at large.

In the Plymouth community this meeting

was held in a members home; at Centerville it occurred at a
Parent-Teachers meeting.

It is at this point that leader

ship will begin to eteerge and talk begins to be translated
into action.

Wise leadership will assist the formation of

an informal organisation and delegate responsibilities im
mediately by appointing fact finding committees to investi
gate various aspects of the problem,

This will make the

meeting a stage in the total process rather than an end in
itself.
4.

Total community needs and resources will be studied in

terms of the problem.
Ho infrequently, the idea that served to bring the
group together to discuss common problems may become lost as
the community begins to study its needs and resources.

This

loss of the original idea is not to be deplored for it re
presents the democratic process in action.

Often this study

of needs and resources will result in parallel courses of
action by different groups planning for the joint solution
of several problems and needs.

A careful study of the com

munity will prevent the wasting of community resources through
duplication.

It will enable the group to survey all of the

needs of their cosnnialty in their relationship to each other
and to existing resources.

Action can be directed toward
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meeting these problems that are most pressing*

Few communi

ties can afford to support parallel social institutions and
this careful study of needs and resources may serve to direct
community energy toward strengthening existing activities and
facilities.

Such a study will, furthermore, increase the

community awareness of its resources and potentialities.
5* The community as a whole will be drawn into group
action and planning in order to devise a course of action to
effect a solution.
If the course of action is to continue democratically,
it must be designed to include as many of the citisens as
possible*

Each person must be afforded an opportunity to

express himself in the planning and this must include all
elements within the community through representation, that all
*7

V

may share in the responsibility for the project,

Thi£"' planning

can be done through committees as in afaterlick, or by the com
munity as a whole as in Plymouth or Friendly Grove.
Th© culmination of the planning is the development of
a definite plan of action and the mapping of strategy.

This

will include the plans for the building, ways of financing its
construction, and lists of materials required,

dine© this

program of action is th© result of group thinking it will be
practical and within the ability of the community to achieve,
6. All of the community, whether actively participating or
not will be kept Informed of the need and of the stages in the
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development of the action.

Where planning and group action is divided among many
committees it may become so involved in details that one group los
loses contact with another and is out of touch with the general
program,

This may tend to cause individuals or groups to feel

excluded from the project.

General meetings at periodic inter

vals are one way of keeping in touch with the progress of diver
gent group®.

Newspaper publicity is an effective medium*

and regular printed reports are also effective,

Flyers

Whatever th©

medium, everyone within the community must be kept in touch
with th© progress,

Suggestions and ideas must be courted*

The

KcGmheywilla community did an effective job of keeping the
people informed through their inexpensive monthly mimeographed
newsletter,
7, Leadership will be local ami fluid, changing as situ
ations change and the program evolves.
Th© leadership that originated the idea or began the
action may not necessarily be the best to continue the direction.
Sufis© leadership will constantly seek out and train new younger
leaders to take over responsibility and will relinquish its
position to these newly developing leaders as th© project develops.
Hew leaders bringing fresh ideas will keep th© community con

stantly alert to the potentialities of the center,
8. The program will receive its support from citizens in
terested in th© common welfare rather than from individuals
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primarily interested in their personal gain*
Th© real phase of the project materializes as the center
becomes a fact.

Everyone should have a part in developing a

common structure through concerted community action*

This

wholesale participation in making an idea and a dream into
reality also makes the idea of community cooperation into a
visible act*
9* Success in achieving the center through democratic
group action will result in democratic operation and control*
Full and widespread us© will be achieved through local
control.

Too often community interest will lag because the

leadership places too many restrictions on the general com
munity use of th© facility.

Freedom in the us© of th© center

within the bounds of group determined regulations will result
in the people turning automatically to the center for community
activities*

This will serve to keep alive the spirit of group

action that achieved the center.
When th© center has been achieved through group planning,
financing, action, and when control continues in the hands of
the general community group, the center will become a meaningful
instrument for general community development*

It will serve as

a means of keeping together the democratic group that achieved
It.

When it has become a means for the further development and

strengthening of community life then it may encourage th© members
of the community to build on that foundation for a better nation
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and a better world achieved through cooperative planning and
action.

This process of community action may be summarized

as follows:
The idea must come and spread, and grow into & meeting, with
everyone planning together, exploring their needs a M £SS2*ims.
3 & U 9 keeping toe people informed

enerttine. with * program

that the community can support, resulting in a center for all
J&e people for £he qommon gogd.
SU/'MAiil

Community houses can be important tools in the total
betterment of community life*

They have a definite role in

helping scattered rural communities achieve a sense of organisa
tion and common purpose*

The contributions that centers have

made in the communities in which they exist to the social
well-being of total community life, even though in some instances
these contributions may appear to be meager, eminently justify
their development in other areas*
Those centers that have been achieved through the process
of democratic group action make a more substantial contribution
to community life than those that have been achieved through
other means.

This group action goes beyond the development of

the center itself and serves to help create a community habit
of cooperative planning and action on cornualty problems that
stimulate continued growth*
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The actual achievement of a community house lies within
the reach of any community within this commonwealth.

The only

factor that seriously limits the development of such a center
is the degree of community-wide cooperative action that exists.
Successful centers have been found in all types of communities.
The chief factor they have in common is their willingness and
ability to work together.

The community that has developed the

ability to work through the process of group action is seldom
limited to the creation of a community center building.

Such

communities generally continue into other areas of the conation
life, building a better and more stable social life for their
members.
The technique or process through which communities acquired
their centers is relatively simple.

It is a state of cooperative

enterprise that is achieved through the education to civic respon
sibilities of all members of th© community family.

This process

is such that it lies within the reach of every community.

The

simple step by step procedure enables any group to work effectively
toward its fulfillment.
It is not of paramount importance that this community action
result in the physical center.

Th© building does, however, provide

the community a place in which it can express its common life.

This

physical center is the tool or means that encourages and furthers the
general development of community life through the cooperative
deliberations and planned actions of its members.
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BOOKS
Bowers, ifthel, S / m S O k U m J &£ Girls sag Hoaen.
Hew Yorks A* 3* Barnes and Co., 1934#

this is a manual for recreation leaders working with girls and
woman# It gives a suggested community center evening program (pp.
218*219)# Suggestions are based on municipal facilities but these
may be of value in planning a rural program* the book is of no
practical value, otherwise, for community center planning*
Butler, George 0., Introduction £q SawmkSX
Hew Yorkt McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1940.
A textbook on community recreation written for municipal programs.
There is a brief discussion of community centers as war memorials (p.68)*
the book gives the requirements for general recreation buildings and
describes tee facilities afforded in three urban community centers (p.137).
There Is a detailed discussion of the community house and tee school
center with descriptions of several in urban areas (p.297). The book
is of no direct value to rural community planning*
Dahir, James, .Csamallgy Centers j s hiving Jto Memorials*
Mew Yorks Russell dag® Foundation, 1946*
This is a source book. It contains a selected bibliography with
annotations and comments. Stress is placed upon war memorials but it
contains an almost complete listing of material* There are included in
this list many British publications not normally encountered. This is
a valuable guide to published literature in the field.
'Engelbert, W* L. and N« L. ingelhardt, Jr., Planning-tee Community School.
Hew Yorks The American Book Co., 1940*
This book contains excellent discussion material and suggestions
concerning tee design and construction of a school intended to serve for
community use# In most instances, however, it concerns itself primarily
with large consolidated schools in urban areas.
Jackson, Henry E*, J Community Center.
Mew Yorks The MacMillan Co., 1918*
This book is a professional edition of a government document
{Bureau of Education Bulletin No. 11, 1913) published following World
War 1 when the community centre idea was widespread. It contains little
of current value. It sets a pattern for the development of a community
centre not readily adaptable to Virginia.
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Lipovets, Fred John, Recreation
Minneapolis, Minn.: The Burgess Publishing Go*, 1940*
This is a general text on recreation. It gives the suggested
rules and regulations governing the us© of a community center (p. 282),
Otherwise, this book has little application to local community pro
blems.

Mitchell, Elmer D. and Bernard 3. Mason, The Theory of iPIav*
Hew York: A* 3. Barnes and Go,, 1934.
The textbook on the p h i l o s o p h y and history of the recreation
movement, A brief discussion of the activities in sad administra
tion of community centers is given (pp. 354-359)• Discusses the
us© of the school as a recreation center in urban areas. The
book is written for the municipal recreation program,
Hash, Jay B., The Organ!gation and Administration of Playground
and Recreation* Hew Yorkj A. 8. Barnes and Co,, 1931*
A textbook for the training of recreation workers. There is
a chapter on the community center (p. 411) from the point of view
of facilities and full time leadership. There is also a brief
bibliography on community centers in urban areas. The book is of
little value for rural planning.
Ward, Edward J,, The Social Center.
Hew York: D. Appleton and Co., 1917.
This book is a study of the concept and functioning of the
social center. One chapter (number XVIII) is devoted to the
social center in the rural school. Beyond this- reference there
is little of practical value to local communities.
Williams, Marguerite P., Sources of Information on Play and
Recreation* New York* Russell Sage Foundation, 1927.
A bibliography of material in the field of recreation. Has
a section of material on recreation buildings and community
centers, Ho references pertaining to rural communities.
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PAMPHLETS

Barger, J, Wheeler, Rural Community Halls la Montana.
Bulletin Mo, 221* Baseman: Univereity of Montana Agricultural
Experiment Station, January, 1929.
Ihis is an old but interesting study of the development of com
It is concerned primarily with a- statis
tical study of 1slia buildings themselves rather than the social
implications.

munity houses in Montana,

Bittner, Malton 3,, The Coamiunity Center. Extension Division Bulle
tin Vol. V, Ho, a * Bloomington: The University of Indiana,
April 1920.

An old but sound study of community houses.. Gives a brief re
view of community house development.
Bowers, Ethel K*# The Community Center a# ^ neighborhood Club House.
Mew lorki Rational Recreation association^ 036,
Describes activities in an urban coismmity center.
Brown, J. Lee, Planning for Recreation .Areas and Facilities in Small
Towns and Cities.
Federal Security Agency, office of Community War Services,
Recreation Division, Washington; Government Printing Office,

1945*
Building on Did Foundations. Nmr Dominion Series,

Extension Division Bulletin Mo. 82. Charlottesvillet
University of Virginia, October 1946*
A story of community cooperative action to revitalise community
living try utilising local resources and traditions.
Cameron, Donald, Community Centres in Alberta*
Edmonton: University of Alberta, Department of Extension, 1946*
Considers the ixa.x>rtance of community canters as an instrument
Presents patterns of procedure and organisa
tion for both rural and urban areas, one of the few valuable publica
tions in the field.
for social organisation.
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Carter, Deane C., Rural Community Building Plans.
Bulletin Mo. 322. Fayetteville: University of Arkansas,
College of Agriculture, June 1935*
Presents several alternate plans for many varied types of
community buildings. Cost estimates are out of date. 'Mot
particularly helpful.
Citizen Centres for Adult Education. Londons Educational
Settlements Association, 1943#
Emphasises role of community center in adult education in
England. Good study and review of the center movement from a
British point of view.
Cooperation for Community Services. Mew Dominion Series,
Extension Division Bulletin Mo, 98. Charlottesville:
University of Virginia, May 1948.
The story of how a Negro community through cooperative
organisation achieved a community center and provided for other
essential community needs.
Community Qentre Planning. Regina, Saskatchewan: Department of
Education, 1946,
A short term news letter series designed to stimulate
communities to provide themselves with a community center* A
good discussion of several aspects of community center building.
Community Builds J, Home. Mew Dominion Series,

Extension Division Bulletin Mb. 7. Charlottesville:
University of Virginia, December 1941#
A description of how a Virginia open country community pro
vided itself with a community house and its effect upon community
living.
Community Buildings, Mew fork:
ation of America, 1921,

Playground and Recreation Associ

Gives several plans and specifications for model community
buildings. Not readily adaptable to rural communities.
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Found: & Home. Hew Dominion Eeries.
..Extension Division Bulletin Ho. 82. Charlottesville:
University of Virginia, November 1947*
An analysis and description of 'the process whereby a country
neighborhood achieved a community house through its own efforts.
Gluck, Eleanor !., Extended Use of School Buildings.
Department of the interior, Bureau of Education Bulletin Mo.
Washington: Government Printing office, 1927.
A report of a study mad© by the Bureau of Education in urban
areas to determine use of school buildings as community centers.
Halbert, Blanch®, Community Buildings for Farm,Families.
Department of Agriculture, Farmers1 Bulletin Mo. 1804.
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1938.
Considers the general problem of community centers with em
phasis upon those resulting from W. P.A. projects. There Is dis
cussion of need, costs, uses, location, and design with floor
plans and pictures.
Harvey, Hugh H., Cooperative Community Centres Byt I.
Department of Cooperation and Co-operative Development,
Bulletin lo. 1-A. Reginas Province of Saskatchewan, 1945.
A simply written easily understood study of the need for an
development of community houses. Gives step by step procedure
for the development of a center within the community.
Institute for Training in Municipal Administration, Euaielsal
Recreation Administration. Chicago: The International.
City Managers Association, 1945,
A general discussion of the problem of municipal recreation.
Some consideration given to the community center, of slight
value to rural planners.
Jackson, Henry

1 Community Center - What jt ig jjnd

To

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Educa
tion Bulletin Mo, 11. Washington: Government Printing
office, 1913.
(See above listed under BOOKS)
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Lindstrom, D. E., W. A* Foster, and Max G, Fuller, Rural Com
munity Buildings, Circular 470,
Urbanna: University of Illinois College of Agriculture,
March 1937.
This is the best and most helpful of the pamphlets on com
munity houses published thus far. It considers the development
of such buildings in Illinois and presents plans and photographs.
The analysis of the Illinois community house is equally appli
cable to other states. This is the first publication to begin
considering the social aspects of the process of development.
Lowell, Guy, Floor iguana fo£ Community Buildings

New York, Playground and Recreation Association of America,
1920,

Presents plans for urban recreation centers.
McAfee, Joseph Ernest and Thomas L, Sorey, A Community House
for the Oklahoma Town, Bulletin, New Series Mo. 253,
Extension No, 75* Norman; The University of Oklahoma,
February 1, 1923*
Good discussion of need for and use of a community house.
Gives one suggested *ideal* plan. While this bulletin is old,
it contains many useful suggestions.

Nason, W. C., Plans for Rural Community' Buildings.
Department of Agriculture Farmer1s Bulletin No. 1173*
Washington; Government Printing Office, 1921.
Presents floor plans and photographs of all types of com
munity buildings. Good reference material even though building
plans are dated*
Nason, W. C., The Organization of Rural Community Buildings,
Department of Agriculture Farmers* Bulletin No. 1192.
Washington; Government Printing Office, 1921.
Discusses financing, upkeep, and control of community
buildings. Advocates formal organization, A brief digest of
state laws relative to community buildings is given. Of value
as source material.
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Nason, 0. C., Uses of Rural Community Buildings.
Department of Agriculture Farmer’s Bulletin Ho* 1274*
Washington: Government Printing Office., 1922*
A report of a national study of community houses* Bomewhat
out of date yet still interesting and sound in many of it3
principals. Illustrations tend toward expensive facilities
beyond the normal reach of small communities.
Nason, W. C. Rural Planning — The Social Aspect.
Department of Agriculture Farmer’s Bulletin Ho. 1325
Washingtons Government Printing Office, 1923*
Describes need for rural community planning and gives
examples of planned rural communities. Considers the cosh
munity house as an aspect of the total community plan*
Nason, W. G. Rural Planning — The Social Aspects of Recrea
tion Places. Department of Agriculture Farmer’s Bulletin
Ho. 1338. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1925.
Discusses need for recreation in the rural community with
descriptions of several rural parks and other outdoor facili
ties resulting from community planning.
Nason, W, G. Rural Buildings for Business and Bocial Uses.
Department of Agriculture Farmer’s Bulletin No* 1622.
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1930.
Discusses the trend toward multiple us© of farm market
buildings and other types of cooperative activities* Material is date
dated thoug^...there are interesting ideas on multiple use.
Scottish Education Department, Planning Community Centres.
Edinburgh: His Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1947*
A fairly complete study of the organization and operation
of community centers in Great Britain.
nStill Sits the Schoolhouse.t? New Dominion Series,
Extension Division Bulletin No. 54*
Charlottesville: University of Virginia, August 1944*
The story of how one rural community revitalized its abandoned
school building, making it the living center of all community activities.
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USEFUL TEACHING FILMS ON COMMUNITY HOUSES

After Six 01Clock. 22 mill, sound, black and white.
National Film Board of Canada
Ihs Centra. 20 min. sound, black and white.

National Film Board of Canada
Rural Community Centres. 20 min. sound, black and white.
National Film Board of Canada
Is A M l T Affair. 19 min., sound, black and whit©
National Film Board of Canada

Where All the People Play. 26 min., sound, black and white.
National Film Board of Canada
Hake Way for Xouth. 22 miiu, sound, black and white.
Association Films
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APPENDIX III
FLANS, CONSTRUCTION, AND LOCATION OF TIPICAL CQMMUNITX HOUSES

1X7
Pl y m o u t h

community house

Lunenburg County
SIZE*

28* by 40*

MATERIALS

Cinder Block

FACILITIESj

Stage, Kitchen, Outdoor picnic area

DESCRIPTIONS

The building is a story and a half in height, with

a kitchen and dining-room on the second floor,

A permanent stage

has been erected and the curtains are made from feed sacks. The
interior walls are plasterboard with pictures and charts depict
ing community activities.

A piano and folding chairs are the only

furnishings downstairs, with an electric range and refrigerator in
the kitchen,
LOCATION:

The building is situated on a slight rise of ground on

a secondary all-weather road. The grounds are spacious though
barren*

Play and parking areas have been designated* A barbecue

pit has been built and trees and shrubs are being planted.

28 ’

20

’-

Stage

Plymouth Community House
Victoria, Virginia

1X9
m m AS COMMUNITY HOUSE
Lunenburg County

SIZEs 67* by 24 »
MATERIAL:

Wood

FACILITIES:

Kitchen, Stage, Storage, and Shop

DESCRIPTION:
finished.

The building has two floors, one of which has been

The main floor has a small well equipped stage.

Cur

tains and supplies for the stage were secured from a professional
supply house through the sal© of advertising space on the front
drop curtain.

The windows have draperies and the walls have been

papered and painted.
main furnishings.

Folding chairs and a space heater are the

A fin© polished wood floor provides good danc

ing surface.
LOCATION:

The building is located in the heart of a small

village with no surrounding grounds*

One side of the building

parallels a railroad track and the front faces the main road.

Porch

51'

Stage

18‘~
V

Kitchen

Dundas Community House
Dundas* Virginia

121
REDLANDS C O m m X T L HOUSE
Frederick, County
SIZEi 50* fey 30*
MATERIALS

Hood

FACILITIES;

Kitchen

DESCRIPTION: This former school building is of whit© clap board
ing badly in need of paint.

The interior has been refinished in

wall boarding, curtains, and slip covers for the furniture.

The

two rooms 20* by 30* are divided by a removable wooden partition
that can be opened into on© large room.

One end of this room has

been partitioned to form a kitchen.
LOCATION;

The building is located on a village green beside the

local church.

It is in a large grove of oaks with ample outdoor

space for picnics and play area.

The grounds are in a state of

disrepair, although some planting has been done.

asaau

Bedlands Community House
Whitacre, Virginia

123
MT. WILLIAMS COMMUNITY HOUSE

Frederick County
SIZE? 20* by 30*
MATERIALS

Wood

FACILITIESs

Stage and Kitchen

DESCRIPTION:
munity.

This small white building was erected by the com

The interior is rough and unfinished.

tables of native make are the only furniture.

Benches and

One corner of

the main room serves as a kitchen at present, although a cinder
block addition is being erected to the rear of the main building.
LOCATION;

The building is on the crest of a hill too close to

the county dirt road.

There is a beautiful view of the mountains

from the site although non® of the features of the building take
this into account.

There are no trees nor shrubs around the

grounds and too little space for future development as a play
area.

The building is located in the heart of the community and

easily accessible to eveiyone.

Proposed
Kitchen

20

* - - -

Mt. Williams Community House
Prederick County, Virginia

125
FftlENBLX GROVE COMMUNITY HOUSE
Frederick County
SIZE:

20* by 30*

MATERIAL:

Wood

FACILITIES:

none

DESCRIPTION:
structure.

This building is a small one-room clapboard
It has solid -wood shutters painted green in a

decorative pattern against the white walls. The interior
is finished in wallboarding.
are the only furnishings.

Benches and chairs and tables

The building accommodates all

of the local families and is only crowded on special days
when visitors from surrounding communities augment local
attendance•
LOCATIONS

The building is located in a clump of woods just

beside a tertiary road.

It has ample room for parking with

surrounding grounds for picnics and play area.
have been planted and are kept neat and trim.

The grounds

Friendly G-rove Community House
Frederick County, Virginia

127
GRAVEL RIDGE COMMUNITY HOUSE
Campbell County
SIZE*

60» by 26«

MATERIAL:

Wood

FACILITIES:

Stage, kitchen and cloak rooms.

DESCRIPTION:

The main room of the building can be divided into

three rooms twenty by twenty-six by removable partitions.

A

stage has been erected at one end and a kitchen area has been
provided at the other.

Miscellaneous chairs and tables are the

only furnishings and draperies and curtains have been provided.
LOCATION:

The building is located in a spars© grove of oak

trees at the side of a tertiary road*

It is situated in the

center of the community and has ample parking and play area.
There has been no landscaping of the grounds although rough outof-door picnic tables have been built.

28 ’

12 *

60

20 *

\/

Gravel Ridge Community House
Campbell County, Virginia

VITA
Bora Portsmouth, Ohio, 25 April 1917.
Educated in public and private schools, graduating from
high school at Sperryville, Virginia, 1934*

Attended

College of William and Mary, graduating with an A.B.
degree in 1937.
Teacher in schools of Greene and Frederick Counties,
Virginia, from 1937-1941.

Social case worker, Norfolk,

Virginia, 1941-1942.
Entered U.S. Army 1942.
Ordnance Department 1943.

Commissioned a Second lieutenant,
Served in both the European and

Pacific Theatres as a Bomb Disposal Officer*

Relieved

from active duty for physical reasons duo to wounds 1947.
Associate in Community Services, Extension Division, Univer
sity of Virginia 1947 to date.
Author of numerous articles on history, education, and
sociology and several separately printed pamphlets includ
ing! Recreation for Virginians* and A Further Checklist of
Jefferson*s Notes on Virginia.

